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THE UJ9SGLV3D PH03LM OB1 BY&AfiTIUE ARCHITECTURE 

ITS EXTERIOR D3SSISH 

Byzantine architecture deserves its place among the 

great world styles hy reason of the supreme quality of 

its structural design and of Its colorful interiors* Ro¬ 

man architecture existed as a source upon which the Byzan¬ 

tines drew for their units of construct!on--the pier, arch, 

vault, and dome* Having chosen such, they proceeded to 

strip these units of all sham and unnatural usage: domes 

that were mere concrete slabs, columns and entablatures 

superimposed on arches and piers, buttresses hidden in 

the thickness of the walls* These purged structural forms 

they than moulded into a logical scheme whose expression 

was far more definite# The position of supremacy in this 

scheme was assigned to the dome as the crowning form be¬ 

neath which all others were to cluster in compact unity# 

True, this structural system developed with variety, but 

of a pleasing sort, seldom becoming confused or obscure# 

These structural forms—pier, arch, vault, and dome— 

were primarily simple, intended to be broad fields of 

plain masonry. It is evident that on such fields the dec¬ 

orative artist, developing the interior, could most read- 
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ily depict his newly acquired Eastern ideals of an art 

of color. Shis representation was through the medium 

of the glass mosaic, unsurpassed hy any, and at best 

equaled only by Gothic stained-glass, as a vehicle for 

the artistic expression of color. Unhampered by complex 

structural forms* the mosaic decoration could spread over 

and literally engulf the entire interior surface, blend¬ 

ing arid moulding all forms into a complete and harmonious 

whole* She result of this combination of struoture and 

color was an architecture and an art of the interior of 

amazing beauty and impressiveness and of a richness that 

surpassed that of all previous, contemporary, and subse¬ 

quent styles* 

But in turning to a consideration of the exterior, 

we oan nowhere discover any such coherent expression of 

architectural principles as we have found characteristic 

of the interior and structure* Aesthetically speaking, 

there is in general, no such thing as a Byzantine ex¬ 

terior; the style has defined no specific mode of exter¬ 

nal design* Sven that most striking architectural fea¬ 

ture, the dome, never seems to have been treated by 3yr 

zantine architects with the appropriate regard to its 

external appearance* So common aim and few, if any, 

points of agreement are readily detectable* She churches 



often Impress one as mere boxes of brick masonry* bald 

and almost isindowless, the dome reduced to a max's bulge 

in the roof and hardly perceivable at all. One feels 

a raw and unfinished aspect about them* At best the 

structure is given a crude clearness of expression* but 

more frequently the forms embody none of the directness 

of broad handling of the interior. 2hey never seem able 

to reach that quality of design requisite of exterior 

forms, that are to declare by their nature more than a 

pitiful part of the splendid quality of that which lies 

within. 

My interest in the above facts has led me to attempt* 

in a more detailed manner, an expression of this existant 

divergence of architectural quality between the interior 

structure and its exterior expression. With direct ref¬ 

erence to the greater Bysantine monuments and more lim¬ 

ited treatment of ones of secondary importance, together 

with a few elements in which the Bysantine has been 

merged with the Bomanesque of other countries, I shall 
i 

undertake to trace this lack of logical facade design 

through subsequent buildings down to and? including those 

designs in modem times which have occasionally given 

a suggestion of a more appropriate fitness. 
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In addition to thesa approaches toward what one 

might term the unsolved problem of Bj'santine architec¬ 

ture, I shall offerg not an attempt at solution, hut 

rather suggestions concerning the possibilities remain¬ 

ing for a more complete design unit# of the exterior and 

the interior* 

Wide!# scattered though: their monuments may be, the 

Bysantine architects were essentially Greek, frue, they 

had changed considerably in the centuries that had lapsed 

since the Golden Age of olassical ©reek architecture, but 

it is still to this period that we must look for some of 

the basic elements of the Bysantlne style* 

Architecture-, as well as art, is used to express the 

thoughts of man, deriving its character directly from the 

mind of the age which it interprets#* Greek thought is 

clear and articulate, precise and exacting, balanced and 

symmetricalj and so it is that Greek architecture takes 

on these same characteristics—is an intelligently con¬ 

ceived, well though-out embodiment of a most direct and 

simple structural scheme# Where Greek though demanded 

precise definition of terms In speech, Greek aesthetics 

demanded precise definitions of functions in architec- 

*Phillips, Form and Colour, 125. 
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ture* Thus we see in the Boric temple, with its post 

and lintel construction in which the supporting and 

supported members are at once evident, with its crisp, 

clear-out form delineation free of any obscurity or 

vagueness and of any superfluous details that might ob¬ 

scure function, a perfect embodiment of the Greek religion 

of intelleotualism* 

But this intellectualism could not long confine 

Greek though within the bounds of its restricted fields. 

As Phillips puts it, "—there oocured a gradual wean¬ 

ing out of the processes of intellect, accompanied by 

an ever-growing consciousness that the mind possessed 

other more subtle and spiritual modes of divination,"* 

To this inward Weakening was added an attack from with¬ 

out in the form of an influx of Eastern ideas* Mace- , 

donian imperialism had bridged the gap previously exis¬ 

tent between the East and West and opened wide the stream 

of Eastern mystical thought* Yet never does the Greek 

lose sight of reason* "Profiting by the extraordinary 

Greek disinterestedness, which would harken to reason 

even in condemnation of reason, they Were introduced by 

the intellect itself to its own rival,"** The Greek’s 

*Phillips, 137. 
**Phillips, 135, 
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ability to readily .adapt himself to circumstances led 

to an absorption and an assimilation of this mysticism 

in which ho found a satisfaction for his newly discovered 

spiritual longings, and an organisation of these new 

ideas for the first time into a logical and coherent 

system^ 

i'Ms change of character marks the passage from 

pure classic art into the more emotional and spiritual 

style known as Hellenistic* But, as yet, the Greek was 

too steeped in the forms and expression of his native 

architecture to develop within the bounds of this period 

an architectural and artistic system that would be the 

natural embodiment of this new outlook on life# Shis 

was to appear only after classic architectural expression 

had completely broken down and been disposed of# Shis 

was to form the basis of Byzantine architecture* 

In the Hellenistic period this change of ideas is 

seen as a degrading element in the architectural design# 

She old forms were put to new uses for which they were 

not entirely suited* Agitation and confusion replaced 

classic reserve and simplicity In architectural sculp¬ 

ture* She Greek was no longer engaged in a direct and 

intelligent pursuit of a well-defined, pre-oonceived 
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eM« I’lia representation in architectural form of his 

logical system of ideas now seemed quite unimportanta 

In the Homan architecture that follows and over¬ 

laps that of Hellenistic Greece, we begin to recognise 

more tangible but less significant contributions to 3y~ 

santine architecture*. It was Greek logic that gave ex¬ 

pression to Christian ideals, while Home simply supplied 

superficial suggestions as to the outward forms that 

this expression might take* 

Homan architecture is by no means a development 

from the Greek—not even of the Hellenistic period* At 

best, it is a shallow imitation of the latter. Where 

Home missed its opportunity to make a great aesthetic 

contribution was in its denial of its only native tra¬ 

dition—the Btrusean* frue* it did take from this school 

its system of construction based on the use of the arch 

and vault, and, ironically enough, it is in this phase 

of its architecture, in a daring and highly skillful 

application of a sound engineering knowledge, that lies 

Home*s chief claim to greatness* But in the other realm— 

that of aesthetic refinement and logical fitness—Homan 

architecture is definitely lacking* fhe artistic im- 
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pulse had little chance to develop in the practical- 

minded Homan* whose very nature led him to a denial 

of it as an unnecessary luxury in his earlier days of 

struggle, and later, in the more prosperous period of 

the 3mpire, to an acceptance of it still as a luxury 

and now necessary only as an evidence of this prosper¬ 

ity—a means to an end, With such an attitude, his 

expression would naturally take the form of preten¬ 

tious display, lot feeling the artistic impulse an 

integral part of his life, he turned to import decadent 

Greek sculptors, deco rater s* and painters—not so much 

as men of distinguished ability but more as slaves and 

servants—to give a false Hellenic surfacing to his 

native culture, Oftener than not, his desire to impress 

by profusion and pomp led to m adornment of his truly 

great works of architectural engineering with misused 

scraps and veneers of Greek architecture arid weak imi¬ 

tations of Greek ornamental sculpture, fhus Hellenic 

moderation and reasonableness became Roman practicality 

and swagger, fhe root of evil in Roman architecture, 

according to Porter,41 lay in its wholesale character, 

Uhe contributions of Rome to the Byzantine style 

^Medieval Architecture, vol, I,, p,Sl« 
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were in general, as we have mentioned before, of a 

material nature* 3?hey lay in a system of arch, vault, 

and dome construction and in a prototype of the Chris¬ 

tian ohureh plan—the Homan basilica, though of little 

relative Importance to the final development of the 

centralised orthodox: plan* It is curious to note that, 

with the single exception found in the Basilica of Con¬ 

stantine, the Homans themselves had never combined these 

two elements, that is, the basilica was not one of the 

types commonly vaulted* Over and above all this, we 

can see the Homan tradition of sumptuous and splendid 

building given expression in Byzantine tforJc with the 

advent of the new capital at Constantinople# 

By the time the Christian religion began' assuming 

importance in Home, Homan architecture had passed its 

zenith and was rapidly declining, and by the coming of 

the fifth century, it had sunk into the depths of decay# 

But those few coals still smouldering were fanned back 

into a new flame, buring with less intensity and feeding 

on more of the old than of the new material, through 

the fresh demands placed on architecture by the Christian 

Church* 
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Homan architecture was co-extensive with the Ho¬ 

man Empire, examples to be found, throughout the Empire 

as well as all along its borders* though the types 

Were numerous - baths, aoquaducts, amphitheaters* etc* 

- there is a notable uniformity of design within each 

type# local characteristics were subdued under the 

leveling influence of the Empire* and became again 

noticeable only when its iron yoke had been removed* 

Shus Christian architecture developed in schools with 

more or less distinct characteristics* fhose that 

most directly concern us are the schools of Home and 

of the Hast—the Mediterranean, Mesopotamian, and Ar¬ 

menian* 

She Early Christian architecture of Home can be 

seen more distinctly as a development out of the Homan 

style* fhese early church builders had at first hand 

a Homan prototype—the basilica—1 which, with its 

long nave and axial arrangement, could be, with a few 

modifications, most admirably adapted to their needs* 

By this 1 do not mean to imply that the congregations 

simply took over the existing basilicas and turned 

them into places of worship, which, though it did occur. 
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vms extremely rare? but rather that they used this type 

as the most convenient arid suitable model from which to 

build their own structures# 

3!he choice of the basilica '©as not the matter of an 

overnight decision brought about by Constantine *s ©diet 

legalising Christianity* Sven less did this choice de¬ 

termine the form of all subsequent churches» In other 

parte of the Sap Ire farther removed from persecution, 

Christians had already selected and developed to some 

extent the form their church was to take;. however, evi¬ 

dence is so meager that no coherent development in this 

early period can be traced. I’hus it is notable that 

the Christians In Home, when they were allowed to wor¬ 

ship in the open, took their clue from fellow Chris¬ 

tians in those coastal provinces with which they had 

maintained more direct communication and want to the Ho¬ 

man basilica for the model of their church* Constantine^ 

religious structures were practically all bu 11t on this 

plan* 

In general* the Christian basilica consisted of 

a long nave divided from side aisles by colonnades 

carx*ying either lintels or arches and terminating in 
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an apse, generally semi-circular. She nave walls rose 

above the aisle roofs to admit light through clerestory 

windows. Sbcoept for the masonry semi-dome of the apse, 

the roofs were entirely of wood. 2he entrance was on 

the east (until the fifth century when the orientation 

was reversed) and generally through a Barthes. Shis 

was preceded by a cloistered court or atrium. Charac¬ 

teristic of the exterior was its extreme simplicity 

and lack of architectural treatment, thus marking the 

completion of the transition commenced by the Homans— 

the transition from an architecture of the exterior 

(Greek) to one of the interior* Srue, certain proven- 

cial developments, particularly in Syria and Savanna, 

showed some consideration of exterior decoration, but 

as a rule, the outside was constructed coarsely of 

brick or stone with little or no adornment. As we are 

soon to see, this formed a distinct characteristic of 

the Bysantine school as well. 

Of the innovations made by the early Christian 

builders the moat notable is the break with classic 

tradition in the placement of the arah directly on the 

column rather than resting it on piers with an entab* 
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lature* Shis scheme was first suggested in the early 

fourth century in the arcades of Diocletian^ palace 

at Spalato* flits change to a direct structural connec¬ 

tion between the arch and the column or pier was to 

assume ever increasing importance as the subsequent 

styles developed* Other modifications of the Homan 

basilican Sana were the elimination of the second apse 

and its replacement by the principal entrance moved 

over from the side to this end in order to meet the 

demands made by the processional nature of the service* 

Another church form employed by the Early Chris¬ 

tians of Home was that based on a circular plan covered 

by a dome, possibly suggested by the pagan Pantheon* 

It might be well to note here the clarity of structural 

expression that exists in this Homan masterpiece* fhe 

single great dome, resting on the circular drum that 

forms the outside wall, is most impressive in its 

massiveness* fhe broad horizontala and the total ab¬ 

sence of any obscuring forms that might obstruct its 

visibility do much to enhance this effect* fhe single 

pedimented portico that forms its total exterior 

adornment gives the proper emphasis where most needed® 
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flie building might 'sell serve as a model for the By¬ 

zantines in simplicity of expression sere there not 

present elements totally foreign to their ideals— 

a circular plan impractical for a Christian church, 

a monolithic concrete dome apart from their method 

of construction* and a use of mere massiveness of 

sail to resist the dome thrust* again distasteful to 

their aesthetic lot© of clear embodiment of forces 

by the forms that contain them* Shis type was gen¬ 

erally confined even in Christian Borne to the bapistery 

and seldom used for the main body of the church* 

fo the simple Homan form of a dome placed on a 

circular wall was added an encircling aisle as at 

San Oostanza* Rome* 4 desire for an economical use 

of the ground apace of the rectangular lots inspired 

the architect to attempt a placement of the dome over 

a square plan* but the best he was able to acomplish 

in this respect* until Byzantine times* was an octa¬ 

gon under the dome with the corners filled out to 

form a square (or rectangular) outside contour* 

fhis Italian phase of Sarly Christian architec¬ 

ture had comparatively little influence on the sub¬ 

sequent Byzantine style* frue* when Constantine 
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moved the capital to Constantinople, he took the basil¬ 

ican plan tilth him to use in the churches he erected 

there* hut the elements of this plan were already evi¬ 

dent in the country around the newly seleoted capital 

and probably more frequently looked to than the Italian 

model* 

Byasntine influence soon backfired into Italy, 

particularly through the medium of Ravenna* but this 

influence rms felt primarily in decoration and little 

in architectural construction or forms* fhls latter 

fact is readily explicable when one considers the con¬ 

venient presence of an almost inexhaustible supply of 

classic ruins from which materials might be pilfered, 

and the consequent tendency to stick to the old 

methods of construction* together with the very con¬ 

servatism of Rome opposing any change in traditional 

types* To these same factors may be attributed the 

utter lack of progress of the architecture itself 

as against a notable advance in accessory arts— 

that of mosaic in particular* 

She stronghold of the Early Christian style,as 

has been implied, was in Rome where its churches 
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show a continuity of application through the medieval 

period down to the dawn of the Renaissance. In the 

rest of Italy its expression died out soon after the 

barbaric invasion* 

So far we have noted first the character of the 

architects who were to take hold of the Byzantine 

traditions and through their genius mould them into 

a great artistic style; and then the general influences 

exerted on this style by the West. Bat the basic, for¬ 

mal elements of the Byzantine church such as originated 

and developed in the Bast—in Syria, Mesopotamia,, Per¬ 

sia, and other inland countries, particularly Armenia— 

have yet to be considered* 3!his area formed the cradle 

of Christian Ghuroh architecture as well as a nursery 

for the religion itself* In this consideration, I 

have accepted Strygowskl’s views, for his logic is 

good and his investigation of and concentration on 

this subject have been most thorough# Moreover, the 

modern trend seems to be toward an acceptance of this 

theory of Bastern origin and a discredenoe of the one 

which confines the origin more strictly to the Med¬ 

iterranean area* 
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Christianity spread eastward as well as west¬ 

ward* and it was in this eastward movement into those 

territories where the central organisation of the 

Empire was less effective that it found conditions 

and environments more congenial to its early develop¬ 

ment as a religion* Even in Persia, where Maadaism 

was the official religion, the Christians were grant¬ 

ed far more freedom of worship than the state Hel¬ 

lenism of Borne ever allowed them, and it was only 

upon its adoption as the state religion of the Em¬ 

pire that Christianity underwent persecution in this 

country* Its progress in Armenia was much more fruit¬ 

ful, the religion receiving official sanction there 

as early as the third century—long before such sanc¬ 

tion was given in Home* 

A spontaneous religious feeling, which would 

normally give rise to an impulse for its artistic 

expression, is more native to a free country, un¬ 

hampered by burdenous and rigid organisation* Ar¬ 

tists and architects* living natural lives in such 

a country, in harmony with national feeling and 

ideas and uncompelled by autocratic patronage, would 

be likely to embody their faith in the form of church 
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monuments characterised by their fitness to both 

the country and the religion# And so it is that we 

turn from the over-ripe culture of the lest to the 

artistically fertile soil of the eastern inland to • 

discover the beginnings and early development of 

the basic forms of Byaantine architecture* 

It must be remembered that* with the advent of 

Christianity* the jews were wandering people with 

no established architectural traditions of their 

own* and so they could make no direct contributions 

to a Christian style of church building# lather* 

their contribution was of another sort: by the 

very nature of their wandering they spread the re¬ 

ligion to other lands of more settled peoples who 

were better equipped to give the style an indigen¬ 

ous architectural development® 

Little remains of the earliest monuments in 

this eastern territory* but a fourth century survey 

of the field reveals in Armenia a predominant use 

of the dome over a square plan and in Meaajrfcamia 

of the barrel vault* while in the coastal regions 
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Homan influence had imposed the use of the timber- 

roofed basilica* la Syria this latter fora was not 

long-lived* for a scarcity of wood forced its aban¬ 

donment. Bfae stone construction substituted consis¬ 

ted of transverse nave arohes in the form of ribs 

supporting stone roof slabs* fhis scheme, while 

interesting and unique, was in no form carried over 

into the Bycsntine style, being confined strictly 

to Syria, Another notable characteristic is the 

total absence of Soman classical orders# Entabla¬ 

tures became string-courses, and arohes, broadened 

and lowered, were placed on squatty rectangular 

piers* She stone v?as hard and unusually difficult 

to oiitj so sculptured ornament was simple, as well 

as scarce* 

Most important is the development in Armenia 

of the Grech-cross plan with a central dome* She 

method of using a dome over a square bay, Straygow- 

ski asserts, is of Iranian origin** But it was 

the Armenian who first adapted it to church build¬ 

ings and provided proper dome abutment in the form 

‘'‘Straygowshi, 58* 
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of niohe-battreoseGo She simplest surviving example 

is the Church of Masters C6S0 &#£*) with apses on 

the four sides of the eentral square end a severely 

plain exterior treatments • More intoreatirg is the 

Cathedral of Jirblk in wMeh hath the interim* and ox® 

tori or are pleasingly omamont ed with blind ©reading 

on engaged shafts# A sense of strength and mass is 

prod need by the simplicity of the exterior design 
C 

end tbs pyramid\al for© based m the roofs of the 

fear ni eli os leading upward toward the or owning dome-# 

Moot popular among the early ehurehee of ifeso® 

potasia. was the fcstrel-vsulted tr ansvaroe-navo type* 

as seen in the ohureh of St# Jaoob at Saleh# Here 

the entrance facade looks as though it might be a 

aide, elevation# for the ridge of the roof shows 

rather than the customary gable# It is unadorned 

ago opt for a few corn loo; mouldings* She long-baa v© 

'ehureh* introduced from the Mediterranean area was 

altered by the substitution of the Mesopotamian 

vault for the Hellenists wooden roof# 

It was in those areas where HoXlenistio culture 

had €lomii‘iated‘*®alor^| the Mediterranean aoaat®®that 



the timber-roofed basilica flourished. It was not 

an indigenous growth as was the domed plan of Armen¬ 

ia or the barrel vault of Mesopotamia, but rather the 

adaptation of a traditional form* 

When the buildings of these coastal lands—in 

the metropolitan cities of Antioch* Alexandria, 

h’phosus, and later Constantinople—began to show a 

departure from the set typo, it was again through 

the influence of forms which had received their initial 

"development elsewhere-**in this case in the inland re¬ 

gions* 2rue» the wealth of these centers allowed the 

construction of monuments of far greater magnificence 

than anything to be found in the churches of the less 

prosperous interior districts* Moreover, the result¬ 

ing increase in richness of ornament and complexity 

of form at times almost entirely obscured the orig¬ 

inal importations! but the fact remains that they 

were essentially borroiws* not creators, and it was 

the Armenian dome and Mesopotamian barrel-vault that 

were the decisive form in their architecture* 

Perhaps some credit should be given the possibil¬ 

ity of a stronger continuity of Moman vaulted archi¬ 
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teoture in these near-Baste:m cities than in imperial 

Borne, where an abrupt Beeline in the use of the vault 

marked the advent of the Christian building period, and 

it may be that such notable exceptions in the earlier 

periods as Constantine’s octagon at Antioch and his 

buildings at Jerusalem and Constantinople are to be ex¬ 

plained by the combined influences of a persistent 

Hellenistic vaulting tradition and of the near presence 

of the Armenian square-planned church employing a 

central dome, 

$hus far we have assumed unhampered national de¬ 

velopments of Christian church architecture in Eastern 

inland countries during the fourth and preceding cen¬ 

turies* (Ohio was utterly free of ecclesiastical con¬ 

trol of any sort because the Church organisation had 

not as yet reached that point in its evolution that 

it might exercise a control over the form its build¬ 

ings were to take* i’hough this authority in religious 

architecture was established in Home soon after Con¬ 

stantine’s Edict of 013, the form here recognised by 

the Church was a local one* Likei^ise, In the eccles¬ 

iastical centers of Constantinople, Antioch, Carthage, 
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and Alexandria, which had maintained direct contact 

with Roma, the imposition of the accepted type in- • 

volved no change, for their architectural develop¬ 

ment had been along the same Hellenistic lines as 

that of Rome* But in Armenia and the other countries 

of the central Asiatic group, official intervention 

was met with resistance, producing discord* But until 

conflict of this sort began In the fifth century, 

the.native solutions wore allowed full freedom in 

their development* 

local characteristics were too firmly rooted to 

be readily discarded at the command of the Church* 

Sven those more essential requirements ensuing out 

of liturgical developments and the increasing sise 

of the congregations were met with resistance* Shis 
\ 

characteristic stubbornness is more readily discern¬ 

ible in the almost Immediate discordance of the 

wooden-roof basilica in Constantine’s new capital 

on the Bosphorus after his attempt to establish it 
Ff- 

there as the authoratlve model* In seme oases the 

orthodox type was entirely ignored; in others it 

was largely submitted to, as at f4ualb-louset in 



Syria, where the timber roof was retained even in a 

distriot devoid of trees; hut most typically a com¬ 

promise was reached, out of which several individual 

types arose# In general they show the attempts of 

the architects to incorporate the long nave in their 

church plan with a retention of the dome as the dom¬ 

inant feature and without a loss of that spatial unity 

so inherent in their central domed structures# 

She trefoil type was established whan the western 

niche-buttress of the quatrefoil plan was replaced 

by a barrel vault, lengthening that end of the church# 

She domed basilica, adopted later in Salonica in the 

church of S* Sophia, was the result of modifications 

imposed on the Armenian single-domed type in Greek 

territory arising out of the need of galleries for 

women# $he lateral buttresses for the dome were re¬ 

vised to allow a continuous passage of the galleries 

and aisles# 

More important to Byzantine architecture was the 

Armenian solution of the Greek-cross plan, possible 

evolved out of the niche-buttressed square by a re¬ 

placement of the spherical-headed apses with axial 
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barrel vaults, the dome remaining over a square bay 

and resting on corner piers# l’liis type spread through 

Asia Minor to Constantinople where, it was adopted in 

the ninth century, eventually becoming the consecrated 

form of the Greek Church* Other possibilities of the 

origin of the cruciform plan as offered by the foab 

of Galla Placidia at Havanas I shall defer for later 

discussion under the heading of the Havennate School* 

I’he more typical solution of the problem pre¬ 

sented by the necessity of a long nave is to be 

found in the domed hall-church* Here the desire of 

the Armenians for spatial unity led to a reduction 

of the outer aisles of the basilican plan to mere 

recesses in the outer malls, the piers supporting 

the dome remaining attached to these walls* Strsy- 

go®ski discovers a fully developed example of this 

class in the seventh century Cathedral at Shalish 

from which he reasons that !’a building of this per¬ 

iod is unlikely to be the archetype; sines the type 

affords the one satisfactory solution, we would 

expect the Armenian architects to have discovered 

it at the end of the fifth, or during the sixth con- 
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tury, when the conflict between national and ecclesias¬ 

tical influences was at its height*”* More interesting 

is the Cathedral of Ani (late tenth o entury) in which 

the aisles are once more made continuous by the intro¬ 

duction of narrow arched passages between the recesses 

without impeding the direct expression of a well-de¬ 

fined interior space* She exterior is notable for its 

flat treatment of the gables and the interesting blind 

aroading on slender shafts along the aisle level* She 

dome and drum have fallen but ware probably treated 

with similar aroading with windows set In the panels* 

Further reference to the above types will be 

made inhere possible in the examinations of examples 

of the more fully developed Byzantine style* SDheir 

importance in this paper resides not so muoh in the 

direct Influence that their exterior treatment might 

have had on subsequent Byzantine monuments as in the 

part they played in determining the structural forms 

characteristic of the style, of which the exterior 

Is, or should be, the logical expression* 

A point that remains to be noted in connection 

*Strzygowski, 72* 



with the rejection of the timber-roofed basilica as 

a Byzantine form is its inadaptability to decorative, 

as well as spatial, unity* fills fault lay primarily 

in the incongruous character of the wooden beams of 

the roof in a building constructed elsewhere entirely 

of masonry in forms adapted to masonry* I’.he wooden 

roof of course could not be covered with mosaic or 

marble veneer whose consistent application made for 

unity in decoration* Mhewise, the absence of any 

central dominant motive on the interior, to which all 

other forms might have been related, eliminated the 

possibility of a logical expression of a iwll-defined 

spatial content* Whan the wooden roof construction 

was retained, as, for examples in the two Bavenna 

churches of S* Apollinaree en Classe and S. Apollinate 

Huovo, it appears as a definite impediment in the 

way of complete Byzantine aesthetic expression* 

fhe origins of Byzantine ornament deserve less 

consideration hero. She departure from the ideals 

of classic representational ornament was more inti¬ 

mately involved in the newly established popularity 
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of Ideas emanating from the Bast# 2his initially 

took the form of a change from Hellenic to Hellen¬ 

istic expression, from symbolical representation to 

a more literal and even exaggerated interpretation 

of the facts of nature# 'fhe neext step was in the 

Hematic adoption of representation in art for the 

purpose of - instructing a more or less illiterate con¬ 

gregation in church doctrine* But a more significant 

progress was from Hellenistic objectire emotional de¬ 

lineation, in turns of form, to the more typically 

Sastern expression, in colour, of subjective emotion. 

Shis involved a consequent change from a scientific 

and exacting portrayal of natural forms to a complete 

ignorance of their true shape and colour* She 

church adopted the didactic qualities of Semitic dec¬ 

oration, which required representation, and imposed 

then over the more natural tendencies of a non-repre- 

sentational art; but, in spite of this, the artists 

were able to retain the Sastern ideals of colour and 

their natural expression through the medium of glass 

mosaic# 2hus Byzantine ornament remained basically 

non-representational, though assuming under the 
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ecclesiastical requiramenta a superficial representa¬ 

tional nature—a situation similar to that which we 

have noted In the structural development. 

Sculptural ornament, placing a less important 

part in so far as the Church was concerned, received 

a more indigenous treatment. It followed closely the 

application of space-filling design, generally of geo¬ 

metrical character, to flat surfaces or capitals of 

simple contour* 2his type of decorative sculpture 

came more directly from Persia passtog through East- 

Aryan hands, with a brief pause in Syria before be¬ 

ing snatched up by Bysantium decorators, almost in¬ 

tact in its original form* It was essentially of a 

non-representational nature, evincing a decided ab¬ 

sence of any portrayal of the human figure in its 

medium of stone. 

Jow that the origins and other such basic con¬ 

siderations have been noted, we turn to an examina¬ 

tion of the Byzantine monuments themselves* In a 

superficial sense, the Byzantine style of architec¬ 

ture came into existence In 324 A.B* with the founda¬ 

tion of the new capital of the Roman Empire at the 
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old Git# of Byzantium on the Bosporus, As we have seen, 

the Byzantine roots grew much deeper, and, Basically 

speaking, the birth of Christian church architecture 

marked the actual beginning of the style* However, 

it was in the legalization of Christianity in 313 A*D», 

placing the Christian ohuroh in the national spot- 

light, that Byzantine architectural traditions first 

received universal consideration, and it was the foun¬ 

dation of Constantinople that gave them an immediate 

impetus toward a coherent development* fhe city was 

so located as to form an ideal point of contact be¬ 

tween the Bastern and Western civilizations* So true 

is this that the event of Its coming into existence 

has often b sen referred to metaphorically as "the 

marriage of the Bast and West."* But this "marriage" 

had been preceded by a long and thorough courtship* 

and it was yet to be some time—about two centuries— 

before this union was to bear its full and perfect 

fruit* 

She emperor Constantine had allowed church monu¬ 

ments a prominent place in his immense building program 

for his newly chosen capital, Botable among these 

*Cheney, A History of World Art, 325. 
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monuments were Ms ohurdles dedicated to Irene and 

to the Holy Apostles# Fresh from Home, the emperor 

imposed his native architectural traditions upon all 

building design* thus obstructing for the time the 

entrance of the Greek or Eastern elements* 2hese 

basilican churches, built, as the rest of his struc¬ 

tures, in impatient haste, bore no more than a short 

existence, ami, as a result of their unindigenous 

character, only a limited influence on subsequent 

development* San-ba Sophia* constructed soon after 

his reign (380 A»D«) bore a similar fate. 

It did not take long for the inhabitants to be¬ 

come conscious of the importanae of their city and 

of a subsequent desire to express its entire indepen¬ 

dence of Borne# And so, for their architecture and 

art, as for the very substance of their thought, 

they turned their faces Eastward, conceiving this 

more as the most immediate and forceful evidence 

of their complete emancipation* Consequently, vie 

sea a positive development, particularly in the 

fifth and early sixth centuries, of the more truly 

Byzantine principles. 
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insisting monuments of tills transitional period 

are scares and a continuity between them difficult to 

establish* late fourth-century Salonica supplied the 

circular church of St* George in which Homan charac¬ 

teristics were still predominant# She dome of this 

church rests on a circular wall, eighteen feet deep, 

in which all lateral thrusts are easily overcome by 

the sheer weight of masonry* Qa the outside, a 

raised drum and a low., conical roof above it mash 

any evidence of the interior dome* {furthermore, a 

false impression of an outer aisle is given by a con¬ 

siderable set-back in the thickness of the wall at 

the spring-line of the dome* But aside from these 

defects, the exterior is rather pleasing in its sim¬ 

ple treatment of mass, with few opening and absolute¬ 

ly no adornment on the bar*e expanse of walls* $h.e 

Byzantine origin assigned it by lOexier and Pullan* 

has been largely contested by other critics who credit 

the Homans with its construction and the Christians 

only with its adoption and revision* However, the 

archaic character of its exterior design would seem 

*3yzanttne Architecture. 134* 
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to establish sb. George as an early step in the tran¬ 

sitional stage* 

Slightly farther removed from the Homan tradition 

is the basilloan church of Sski Djouma (425 A*D») in 

the same oity* 1'he plan is a simple one* having three 

aisles with galleries above the outer two, and a single 

apse* She exterior is notable for the window aroading 

along the aisle and gallery levels, with simple, stocky 

shafts imposed on that part of the wall left between 

the plain arched openings* She .bx’i ok walls are at 

the present time faced with stucco, and the apse has 

not yet attained its important position as a field 

for deooration* She later church of 5* Deme brius 

(585 iUP») is of the same type, further developed and 

elaborated on the Interior, but retaining the severe 

simplicity of the exterior* 

It is in the older cathedral of S* Sophia in 

balonica (496 A*D*) that we see Bysantine architec¬ 

ture more nearly approaching its goal* Here the 

emancipation from the undesirable elements of the 

Homan building was completed* She plan, while 

basilican with reference to its nave and two side 
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aisles, is more closely akin to the central type 

church# It possibly arose out of the domed basil¬ 

ican type of Armenia# fhe nave was strangely for¬ 

ced into the shape of a Greek cross with no relation 

to the isle surrounding it on three sides* 

She portico preceding the narthex is at present 

a Turkish arcade, punning the entire length of the 

church* According to Sexier and fullan, this was 

originally built by Bysantine architects, contain¬ 

ing round arches and Bykfcntine columns and capitals#* 

Above this rises the aisle wall, covered over with 

a lean-to roof of lead and containing a battery of 

round-headed windows* At a third stage the barrel- 

vaulted arras of the cross are torminafeed by flat 

roofs, and immediately above this projects the drum, 

circular inside but formed on a square plan exter¬ 

nally, with walls pierced by three broad, round- 

arched windows in each face. Double buttresses 

at a circular second drum* receiving the thrust, of 

the lead-cover dome crowning the structure, have 

been placed over the angles of the square form be¬ 

low# Except for the front arcade, exterior adornment 

*33ygantine Architecture* 143# 
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is notably absent, end what little interest may bo 

evinced hero is confined to its pyramidieal shape and 

a nearly adequate expression of the dome in facade* 

This latter was achieved through the imposition of 

a drum in order to raise the dome to a point of vis¬ 

ibility over the successive roof stages forming the * 

pyramid* The normal tendency of this early period 

was to.sacrifice the external aspect of this feature, 

lowering the dome so as to achieve a more unified 

spatial design* However, the drum hare is narrow 

and the dome shallow, and the interior is very little 

the worse off* She window treatment is in general 

unattractive: the band opening into the gallery dull, 

those within the portico crudely simple (including 

the doorway), and those piercing the drum and the 

central apse at the rear with a decidedly needful 

improvement through enrichment and refinement of 

proportion* The transition from square to dome 

through the use of the diagonal buttresses is aes¬ 

thetically necessary but imgracefully accomplished* 

At no point is the Greek-cross plroi of the nave 

apparent in the facade design, and no immediate and 
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coherent interpretation can be made of the structural 

form through the series of roofs that build up the 

pyramid* Moreover, the plain masonry of the exterior 

walls suggests none of the richness of dec oration that 

lies within* 

It has been suggested by 'foxier and Pullsm* that, 

baoalias of its close resemblance to S, Sophia in Con¬ 

stantinople, the ohuroh at Salonion might have been 

built by the school of Anthemius, architect of the 

former, thus making the two contemporary in the sixth 

century* But I am inclined to agree with Jackson^ that 

the church is of the preceding transitional period, 

that "in its arrangements there is something tentative, 

as if it were an experiment*” It seems that the ar¬ 

chitect was attempting a form of construction with 

which he .was not yet familiar, in search of that final 

embodiment of the ideals of his architecture and art 

which he-was not yet fated to reach* 

It was in the church of SS* Serguis and Bacchus 

that Byzantine architecture first assumed a more es¬ 

tablished form in Constantinople. Completed by Jus- 

^Byaantine Architecture. 142 
^^Bygahtine and Romanesque Architecture, vol* I, 75„ 
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tiaian in 528 A*D* under the reign of hie unale, Jus¬ 

tin I* the edifice serves.ua an introduction to the 

expansive building program undertaken by the former 

upon his ascension to the imperial throne* Ihe plan 

shows definite affinities with that of the nearly ■ 

contemporary church at Bara in Syria {515 A«3*}* In 

both oases the square of the exterior is brought into 

an octagonal form inside by the use of semi-circular • 

niches across the four angles, likewise, in each 

church the encircling aisle is formed by the imposi¬ 

tion of another, smaller octagon within the larger 

one, both covered with domes* l1 he irregularity of 

the outer octagon in the Bysantine church, due to 

the smaller diagonal faces, provided, the additional 

space necessary for the introduction of the semi¬ 

circular exedrea in the corresponding faces of the 

inner, regular form* 2he appearance of these axe- 

drae in the plan was probably the result of a utili¬ 

tarian demand for more space in the main body of the 

church, and so conditioned rather than followed the 

above mentioned irregularity* fhe suggestion for 

the form of the interior unit may possibly be traced 

back to the diagonally-buttressed, quatre-foil plan 

of the Armenians* 
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She (lorn© ts at the present so distorted from a 

series of plaster ooato that it is impossible to de¬ 

termine its oo ns true t ion at sight* H* Choisy shows 

it as a sixtaen-ribbed, concave-panelled figure spring¬ 

ing without pendentives from a horizontal octagonal 

shelf above the aisle arches, with eaeh corner of the 

ootagon at the center of some one of the panels#* 

Sturgis attributes this odd form to the experimental 

nature of the Sreek mind which led the architects into 

these different paths of investigation#** 

fhe exterior definitely lacks any sense of con¬ 

scious design# A many-sided drum was carried up the 

side of the dome for a large part of its height* and 

complicated buttress forms proloot above the aisle 

roof at the eight corners of the ootagon# She tran¬ 

sition from the top of the drum to the receding con¬ 

tour of.the done was made by a rather awkward reverse 

curve in the eight-part lead roof* Procopius# in his 

book de Aedlficiia***speaks of the stones of the church 

outshining the sun itself; but we may readily infer 

that he had reference to the interior# for the ex- 

^L'Art de 3atir ohea las Byzantine., pl#2£X# 
;**sfcgis* Bjstary oi Architecture, 148# 
** Quoted in Ydrier* Medieval Arolhft ecture» Vol* I9 118# 
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terlor 1B obviously devoid of such enrichment* The 

walls are of plain brickwork:# The dome buttresses 

confuse the composition, and destroy any pleasing 

simplicity of muss as was attained at £• George at 

Saltmiaa. She outward treatment of the dome is far 

inferior to that of the £.' Sophia w© have■already 

discussed, and no, in so far as the exterior is con¬ 

cerned, SS, Sergius and Bacchus seams to be a re¬ 

gression rather than exhibiting any advance in design. 

Before passing on, it is worthy of note that it 

was in this church that the principle of subordinate 

unite to secure absolute scale was introduced to By- 

a an tine architecture# The application here toot: the 

fom of three arches on columns placed within the 

larger arch of the nave bays* This motif was soon 

to attain a common usage in interior design, and one 

can readily see how it might easily to adapted to ex¬ 

terior treatment# 

In the examples '"just discussed, we soe the Byzan¬ 

tine style approaching a completeness of expression- 

complete, that is, with respect to a system of con- 
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struct ion and interior decoration; yet there was one 

factor of prime importance that had not yet made its 

entrance in any pronounced degree* This was the ele¬ 

ment of splendour*, possible only in the presence' of 

an overflowing treasury and of an ambitious ruler 

willing to apply this wealth in an lavish' display of 

pretentious magnificence through the medium of archi¬ 

tecture* Splendour characterized the style; it is 

the first adjective that flnshos In one's mind at the 

mention of the word Byzantine. It distinguished that 

architecture from all others aa does Grech simplicity, 

Soman practicality, and Gothic devotion for their 

respective styles* 

She Hellenic spirit expressed itself through 

noble sculpture, the medieval, later, through affects 

of mass and space. .In Armenia, Syria, and Asia Minor, 

facings of dressed atone, with perhaps a bit of 

painted ornament;, had composed the sole decorative 

finish* But Mesopotamia, Persia, and %ypt, lands of 

the great Eastern monarchies, were the well-springs 

and abodes of that desire to enhance the artistic 

effect by a richness of decoration that only the re- 
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sources of a despot; oan supply. 

And so it is that we see the required conditions 

met in the person of the emperor Justinian immediately 

after his ascension to the imperial throne in 527 A.D. 

Peace and prosperity had reigned throughout the empire 

during the previous half century, and the state funds 

had grown steadily and rapidly. She new ruler was 

fired with ambitions to recapture the fame and glory 

of the old Caesars and of the Homan Empire at its 

height. He readily took advantage of the excellent 

standing army and the great wealth to launch a pro¬ 

gram of extensive conquests and building aotivity. 

She historian Procopius lists thousands of examples 

executed under Justinian, including churches, palaces, 

bridges, fortifications, etc.* In the Capital alone, 

he was responsible for the erection of 25 churches, 

the greatest of these, S. Sophia, worthy in itself 

of a lifetime's work. 

But these new environments brought other and 

less desirable effects into the field of architec¬ 

ture* We have considered the attempts of an organised 

church to subordinate the artist's personal expression 

*de Aedificlis. quoted in Porter, 108. 
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toward the accomplishment of the uniformity in whU 

lay its strength* But this subjugation did not ter¬ 

minate here* So far the end was confined within 
. i 

ecclesiastical bounds, and it was the Church alone 

that profited. But, with the rise of state power and 

the formation of an autocratic court policy, the Chruoh 

itself was foroed into the service of the emperor, and 

architecture and its decoration were further enslaved, 

now by an ambition which demanded an effective parade 

of power and a display of dasaling magnificence* It 

was no longer sufficient that the spectator be filled 

with a reverence of God and of the Church which rep¬ 

resented him; he now must need be impressed with the 

power and wealth of the ruler who built and decorated 

the structure in which he worships* She Church was 

thus divorced from its true spiritual function by its 

subjugation to secular ends* We have only to look 

at 0ustinian*s church of S* Vitale to see this par¬ 

ticular phase in art* Here the decorator had to ful¬ 

fill the necessity of representing Christ not only 

as a spiritual being but as a figure with superlative 

qualities worthy of the patronage of the emperor and 
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his empress SSJheodora, whose portraits appear on either 

side* . 

Insofar as it is to Constantinople that we must 

look for the most complete portrayal of the element 

of splendour, we should not expect to find there any 

evidence of a new, creative school of architecture 

nor should we be able to trace any formative influence 

radiating from that center* Bather, Constantinople 

set an example of magnificence in architectural 

expression, which, in reality, weights but little 

in the scales of aesthetics* Explaining this fact, 

Straygowski says that "Art {and architecture as well) 

implies personality* How a seat of government {Con¬ 

stantinople) may produce personalities in the sphere 

of politics, of which the aims is material domination* 

2o personality of this kind art seems to be the best 

means of decking ambition in the garb of beauty, just 

as religion is the best means of clothihg It with 

virtue and nobility* But the personality which in- 
v > , ' 

spired art. is not like this* It flourishes less at 

courts than anywhere else in the world* For at the 

seat of power everything is subordinated to politics; 
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the £O?O8S billing to aooept this fact are always 

waloorae; those which are not willing must either 

emigrate or remain aloof* --In centers of political 

ambition art passes from the hands of creators into 

those of actors; it ceases to be an end in itself, 

redeeming ns from reality; it becomes play-acting, 

a making-up to please inordinate wealth and power,, 

fhe surest sign of court art are magnificence, and 

a change of the artists’ motive from expression of 

feeling to dasaling effect®"* 

It is not surprising then that the greatest of 

Bysantine monuments from the standpoint of else and 

richness should be built in Constantinople at this 

time* What is marvelous is that this monument, the 

church of S« Sophia, should likewise be the crowning 

achievement of the style in the more aesthetic qual¬ 

ities of structural clafity and decorative beauty® 

She building of S» Sophia began in the year 532 

A«D,, after the burning of the old structure during 

the Ilka sedition® She dedication of the church 

*Origin of Christian Church Art, 48* 
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took place In Deoember, 537, only five years and 

ten months later® 

In form S. Sophia is a distinct innovation* 

Roughly the plan is that of a Greek cross with the 

corners filled in* Porter describes it as "without 

parallel among great works of architecture in that 

Its form was not the result of a long process of 

orderly development and evolution, but, as it were, 

created at a breath by the genius of one man*" 

He suggests, by the nearest approach to a prototype, 

the Basilica of Constantine with ibs three great 

groin-vaulted oentral bays with barrel-vaulted 

aisles bays on either side* But the Armenian af¬ 

finities, to me, seem a bit more definite. A for¬ 

mation out of the niche-buttressed square is concei¬ 

vable whan one considers that church ritual deman¬ 

ded a long nave with side aisles, thus eliminating 

the need for and desirability of the north and south 

semi-domes* 2hese aims of the cross were then made 

rectangular, covered with barrel-vaults only as deep 

as necessary to replace the semi-dome buttresses, 

and screened from the nave to form the aisle passages. 

*Medleval Ax’chitecture. 109. 
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2he length of the aisle vim finally completed by 

filling out the corners between the arms* Exedrae 

of the type employed at SS. Sergius and Bacchus 

were introduced in the semi-circles of the east 

and west arms, one placed on either side of the 

apse at the end and of the entrance at the front* 

l’hesa served the purpose not only of Increasing the 

usable floor space but to form buttresses for the 

semi-domes as well* 

She great central dome, spanning a nave over a 

hundred feet wide and rising to a height of 180 feet 

from the floor, rests on true spherical pendent!ves 

which most gracefully make the transition to the 

square bay* A multitude of ribs in the dome allow 

for the incision of windows between them at their 

spring-line, thus giving the interior a source of 

light around the focal point of interest* She gal¬ 

leries on either side repeat the aisle plan and are 

roofed with domes over each bay. Above the galleries 

in the north and south arms, lunettes fill in the 

barrel vaults, brough flush on the interior with 

the reoess occurring outside* On the front are two 
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nartheces and evidence of an atrium® 

lime vie have a building composed of a cluster 

of domes® Is Phillips describes it, Tf$he whole 

system is raised on a succession of concave surfaces 

mutually self-supporting* and lesser domes, half- 

domes, and segments of domes, holding together and 

rising like a pile of bubbles, realised their 

appropriate issue at last in the central perfect 

specimen in which they all culminate and toward 

which they all converge® —fhosa lofty curves are 

the most perfect representation that exists in the 

world of the resources and possibilities that are 

latent in the arch principle®”* She great crowning 

cupola, In effect 'almost detached from the main 

stxmctufe, seems, as Procopius early noticed, rather 

to float above the space beneath than to be built 

over its** 

likewise worthy of note is a further develop¬ 

ment of the use of subordinate units to give scale 

to the interior® Shese are employed in the aisle 

and gallery aroades with a most definitely beautiful 

*Form and Colour. 68-69® 
**de Aedificile. quoted in Jackson, 83 a 
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and rhythmic effect, "like dancers in a chorus*"* 

Of far greater importance to posterity was the con¬ 

tribution by the tv?o architects, Anthemius and Isi- 

dorus, of a perfect solution and application of spher¬ 

ical pendentives for the first time on a monumental 

scale, thus giving succeeding stylos of architec¬ 

ture the only logical and by far the most perfect 

means of accomplishing the transition from a square 

to a circular form* 

She Armenian lows of spatial unity finds its 

final expression on the interior of S* Sophia* She 

directness of the plan allows one to take in the 

whole inside at onoej the entire design is obvious 

at a glance, and strikes one immediately with its 

majestic simplicity* ISvery inch of wall surface is 

embellished with mosaics and marble panelling, form¬ 

ing such a magnificent symphony of color that, as 

Procopius puts it, "One might fancy oneself to have 

happened on a lovely mead of flowers* One might 

duly admire of some the purple, of others the green; 

and in some the bloom of crimson, and in some white 

^Procopius, op»oit«. quoted in Jackson, 82* 
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flashes out, while nature, like a painter, tricks 

out the rest in contrasting tints*"* All this, 

and yet the structural clarity remains unimpaired; 

rather it is enhanced, evincing a determined regard 

for its retention on the part of the decorative ar¬ 

tist* Such is the oorrelation between the struc¬ 

ture and the interior decoration* "It is probable 

that oh the whole S* Sophia is the noblest interior 

in the world*"** 

little attention seems to have been paid to 

the exterior of the church* It is now plastered 

over, but probably at first showed the naked brick¬ 

work* She horizontal banding in light and dark 

creates not an entirely unpleasant effect; rather 

it emphasizes the sturdy broad horizontal dimen¬ 

sions of the building* It Is in the fumbled mass 

of domes, buttresses, and nartheces that the lack 

of design is at once evident*, Such confusion was 

further increased by unintelligent additions around 

the base of the building by the Surks when they 

turned it into a mosque* 

*Procopius, de Aedlfiolis. quoted in Hamilton, 28* 
**Sturgis, 156* 
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She narthsoes jars two in number, the inner 

rising one story above the outer. Both are pierced 

by broad, round arches.whose spring line is near 

the. bottom of the opening 1>hey crown. Ihese are 

divided by columnar mull ions into three windows, 

giving a general effect of plain and'artless units 

and of dull repetition* She broad norizontals of 

the western roofs breelc up the general form of the 

building and are only saved in part by being stopped 

by the two front minarets. Added in Moslem times 

at the four oorners of the structure, these min¬ 

arets, while not particularly outstanding for their 

own beauty, definitely add grace and dignity to 

the exterior composition. 

Complete failure in attaining beautiful and 

expressive window opening is oharacteristic* In 

the windows at the base of the central dome and 

flanking semi-domes alone do we find exceptions* 

Here they are wall placed and well formed. She 

band encircling the central dome at its spring-line, 

with each window set deep between the projecting 

buttresses, together with the broad swelling of 
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the lead-covered dome above, composes a unit of 

fine sturdiness which constitutes, if not the only, 

certainly by far the most attractive feature of the 

exterior* Likewise unique is the fine interior 

effect of lightness and airiness provided by this 

band of light, HSlsewhere, notably in the lunettes 

of the great north and sontharches, the windows are 

not only awkward on the exterior but ill-designed 

for the interior as well# In these areas the open¬ 

ings are formed in two bands, the upper one increas¬ 

ing in height as it approaches the center of the arch. 

Other than for this latter fact, one can discover no 

attempt at composition within the semi-circle and 

no feeling of design whatsoever in the windows them¬ 

selves* l*hey seem to have been considered as a 

necessary evil and used only as being essential for 

the admission of light into the interior, 

$he great double buttresses on the north and 

south undeniably add to the sense of strength and 

stability of the structure, but their immensity is 

plainly ill-proportioned, in a visible sense, to 

all other units* Shis fault is evident in a struc- 
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tural consideration as well, 3y comparison, the 

buttressing semi-domes of the east and west sides 

seem insignificant and insufficient. Furthermore, 

the buttresses are la suoh a, position as to be of 

no aid to the oroh which they enclose in resisting 

the outward thrust of the dome at any point along 

its breadth* 3?hey serve only to strengthen the 

four great piers and to receive the transverse 

thrust of this enclosed aroh# Shis would by no 

means necessitate the great height to which they 

are raised at their outer extremities—a height 

which does so much to break up and confuse the fa¬ 

cades* fj)hus, like the windows in the lunettes men¬ 

tioned above, they greatly detract from the exterior 

design without serving any structural or decorative 

ends • 

She single exterior view of Santa Sophia that 

is pleasing is one taken at a distance which blends 

the confusion of masses into s pleasing pyramidial 

form, low and broad and well defined by the bound¬ 

ing minarets* But even here the ungainly buttresses 

add a harsh note to an otherwise magnificent silhou- 
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etta* 

Wa are now con fronts d with the problem o f 

explaining this deficiency of exterior design in 

Santa Sophia# A clue may be uncovered by a glance 

back at ©reek architecture*. It must be remembered 

that Constantinople had a large Greek population 

with a strong reverence of Greek culture, all 

speaking the Greek language* Its architects and 

artists were Greeksj hence we might expect to find 

a tendency to concentrate on an arbitrarily limited 

field as characterised their approach to their 

classical architecture* In the Parthenon, the Greek 

parallel of the Byzantine S# Sophia, the interest 

of the architect lies in structural perfection and 

Its logical and refined expression in exterior de¬ 

corative forms* f/e never speak of the interior of 

a Greek temple, for it was not there that the Greek 

meant for us to look* She pagan rites all took 

place outside the temple, the procession gathering 

at the back and prooeding along the two sides to 

the final ceremony in front* But the Christian re- 
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liglon required for its meeting place an interior 

which would hold the entire congregation. Why then 

should we expect to find a Christian church, de¬ 

signed by Greek architects using the same logical 

procedure of their ancestors, to contain anything 

more than an internal decorative- expression of a 

well worked-out structure? Srue, the exterior can 

he seen by all concerned, and it is probably this 

very point which has subjected early Bysantine work 

to so much criticism because of its lack of facade 

design without a corresponding critical probing 

into the interiors of Greek temples to discover 

their design deficiencies.* 

Considered in this light, S* Sophia is rather 

a return to Greek simplicity and directness, while 

Boman architecture may be considered both as a de¬ 

velopment and a departure: development in the sense 

that the progression was from a Greek concentration 

on exterior design to a Homan interest in both and 

%e have noted a certain amount of interest in fa¬ 
cade design in the early Armenian churches, but 
this phase was not carried over to the Bysantine 
Greek* It was rather the domical structure and plan 
elements that found a place in his architecture* 
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thenae to a Byaantine disregard tor the outside 

and attention to the insidej departure In the sense 

that the Homans, failing to set for themselves any 

one such goal, fell short of the achievement of’ 

either, Also involved in this failure, is a laok 

of logical structural expression* vh ich, on the other 

hand, is clearly and beautifully exhibited In Jill 

Bys antlne intariors. 

In Gothic architecture alone do we find all 

three elements combined and given their full and 

perfect embodiment, though even hero the scales 

are tilted In favor of the interior. She Henais- 

sanoe shows a return to Homan principles and a con¬ 

sequent absence of structural definition in either 

place, while the modern style is too close for the 

necessary perspective and too young for a critical 

judgment on these points* 

Shat the Greek should later repeat his earlier 

success in a reversed field is nothing more than vie 

might expect* What is marvelous, however, is the 

conditions under which this later success was achieved* 

She Greek was no longer in the congenial setting of 
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of Ms native city-state which allowed a full, and 

unhampered expression of his thoughts and ideals* 

Esther, he MS under the subjection, of a luxurious 

and highly artificial court, whose lore was for mag¬ 

nificence and pretentious display* not for the beau¬ 

ty to ba found in simplicity and refinement.* She 

richness of the interior and the magnitude of the 

monument testify the wealth end power, of the Emperor* 

Yet this demand for ostentation would seem to show 

up on the exterior as well as the interior. Such ia 

the case in the architecture of the Homan Empire*. 

But here agin we encounter that essential difference 

between the Greek mid the Homan approach; She Ho¬ 

man attempting all and perfecting none; tho Greek, 

considering the half better than the whole* limiting 

the goal of his endeavor and attaining it in its 

fullness« 2hus me might in part attribute the de¬ 

ficiency of facade design to an imposition of this 

phase of the Greek character upon Byzantine architec¬ 

tural expression, even over the pressure of demands 

for pretention.- 

'Biarc are still these other possibilities to 
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consider; that the architects of S* Sophia, An¬ 

themius and Isidores, apart from simply ignoring 

the exterior, may hare considered their design 

the most appropriate under the circumstances; or 

they might even hare gone so far as to beliere it 

the best of which they were capable* She former 

case is plausible, but the latter highly improbable, 

for one hardly feels that such inferior external 

treatment could be expressive of the best efforts 

of architects as brilliant as Antehmius and Isi- 

dorus have shown themselves to have been by the 

greatness of their designs for the interior and 

structure of S. Sophia* 

let us now consider the other alternative* 

There is no doubt but what the exterior clearly 

shows what lies beneath* Even those tremendous 

buttresses, which we have criticised for their ex¬ 

cessive mass* exhibit a clearer knowledge and a 

more direct embodiment of the foroes existent in 

the building than is to be found anywhere in the 

Homan method of resisting and incidentally masking 

the presence of the thrusts from vaults in the 
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sheen weight ana thickness of their walls* Perhaps 

the architects felt that any attempt to modify the 

confusion of exterior forms and to decorate them to 

please the eye would detract from the clarity of 

structural expression* 3!hus they nowhere employ 

the false domes of the Benaissanoe nor use trabeated 

structural forms deeoratively on an archeated con¬ 

struction, a practice so common to Homan architecture. 

Again we might suppose it was a bit of Greek subtlety 

that led them to preserve the plainness of the outside 

in order to enhance the richness of that which lay 

within* 

.Despite the inferiority of its exterior design, 

S* Sophia ranks as one of mankind’s great achieve¬ 

ments of all times* 

Among the other works of Justinian in Constan¬ 

tinople were the churches of B* Irene and the Holy 

Apostles, both rebuilt from older churches first 

erected in Constantine’s time* S* Irene as it now 

stands, is mostly eighth-century work, the masonry 

beloi? the spring line of the aisle vaults being all 
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that remains of (Justinian building#* Bat* accord* 

lug to deckson, it Is probably that the proa ant build** 

lag retains the original plan and: scheme of construe* 

tion#**. 

the. plan la. that of a domed basilica, «&th a 

second, dipt leal dorse over the extended west a run#-. 

Bach of the two great nave bays is defined by 

broad, deep arches® At the floor level, the north 

and south arms, formed by these arches**** in effect 

barrel vaulbs***are screened off fro© the nave by 

round arches on columns, thus defining the side 

aisles*. At the gallery level the screen Is stopped, 

the plan fallowing a Greek**©roes at this stage*' 

fhe west dome is 1m and nearly flat* hardly pro®' 

trading above the normal roof line;- but the east 

dome is raised to a considerably greater height 

os a circular drum, pierced by a band of encircling 

windows* At the west end, a narthex, carried 

through two staples, stretches across the nave 

end aisles® 

George, quoted in #achson8 yoi.i, IQ£>. 
**3yaahtiao' and Homanesgue .Architecture,! vol.i,lOfe* 
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She great buttressing vaults are expressed 

on the exterior by recessing the lunettes to a 

depth of about a foot* She distances between the 

outer edges of the arohed form thus defined and 

the gabled roof and returning walls is so little . 

as to give the whole bay a weak: and flimsy appear¬ 

ance* So further increase the unpleasant effect, 

the huge wall spaces are given absolutely no ar¬ 

chitectural significance* Homan builders had used 

lunettes such as these as single great windows, 

filled in with a bronae framework or with pierced 

marble slabs to insure against any visible effect 

of instability. In the Gothic times to follow, 

suoh areas were to bo utilised for stone-tracery 

windows as a characteristic feature of this style* 

But Byzantine builders of this time, and later as 

well, could devise no better scheme than that of 

carrying up solid walls pierced with comparatively 

small windows with no relation whatsoever to the 

fonb in which they were imposed* As they ocour 

at S, Irene, the three rows of square-headed windows 

(originally with arched heads), identical in size. 
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and regularly spaaed, give no indioation of what 

lies within, as well as no composition on the sur¬ 

face without* Bren less intelligently designed 

than those of 8* Sophia, they might Just as well 

hare been used in a tenement house, 

Around the base of the dome, however, the ring 

of windows is very appropriately placed, forming 

a rather handsome feature* She schema is similar 

to that used at S* Sophia, though in this latter 

church the openings had been placed in the dome 

itself, starting at its base, whereas in 3, Irene 

they occur within the confines of a narrow drum* 

2his drum on the outside is carried up above the 

spring-line of the dome, thus adding masonry at 

a point where the' thrust of the dome is greatest— 

its haunch. Further buttressing is obtained 

through the use of projecting piers between each 

window, beginning at the spring-line of their 

arched heads* She additional height given the ex¬ 

terior drum allowed sufficient space above the tops 

of the openings to give the whole feature a pleasing 
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proportion# (Chough the dome itself is rather 

flattened out on the exterior by a lead roof, this 

central feature, raised as it is on a drum to a 

point of sufficient prominence, is outstanding as 

by far the best designed and most intelligently 

treated element of the whole structure. 

A consideration of the rest of the exterior 

might not lend much weight to the ahovS statement. 

She irregular surfaces of the gabled roofs over the 

vaulted arms, the formless masses stuck in corners 

between the arms, the extremely dull treatment of a 

half-hexagonal apse, the unthinking placement of 

windows which we have already noted, and a pronoun¬ 

ced lack of ornamental interest in general, all 

lead one to wonder if there were any conscious 

design considerations given the exterior construction. 

She number and widespread distribution of Jus- 

tinlands edifices has already been remarked, but, 

except for his Eavennate work which will be con¬ 

sidered later in this paper, this must conclude our 

discussion of such. (Chat the erection of buildings 

on a monumental scale should have suddenly ceased 
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after the emperor*s death is not at all surprising 

when one considers the complete exhaustion of the 

Spire’s wealth and energy that Justinian^ lavish 

expenditures had brought about* A oonditlon of pros* 

parity and peace was soon reduced to one of poverty 

and slavery* and the emperor was forced to raaoi't to 

extortion and injustice to obtain money for his van* 

tures* Put more forcefully by Gibbon, "fho edifices 

of Justinian were cemented in the blood and treasure 

of his people#"* And so we find no host of imita¬ 

tors of S* Sophia or any other monuments of this 

period as we do of the greatest works of all other 

architectural styles, and no school to carry on the 

traditions of its greatest architeats, Anthemius 

and Isidores* Sather, the building of the following 

centuries was confined to modest, unpretentious 

structures in various localities, built out of 

immediate need rather than as a part of any great 

scheme* 

In Savanna during the fifth and sixth centuries 

there developed a school of architecture which, 

Quoted in Jackson, 111# 
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though for the larger part Byzantine, possessed dis- 

tinot characteristics of its own* Dae to the Italian 

elements present, the style is often referred to a3 

Italo-Byzantine• 

In 404 A.D., as a measure of safety, the Homan 

emperor Honorius had moved; the capital east to the 

Italian oity of Ravenna, isolated by impassable 

marshes and lagoons* Christian art in Italy had been 

making little progress during the fourth century be¬ 

cause of the unsettled state of the IMpira caused 

by Germanic invasions and a division of the capital 

between Christianity and paganism* When advance fin¬ 

ally took place, it was in the more peaceful city 

of Savanna. Here was to be found an incentive to 

build from a newly acquired prominence as capital 

city, a freedom from a too burdenoas weight of tra¬ 

dition, and, most important, a direct contact with 

the new Eastern style. 

Hotable among the earlier buildings of the 

school are the Ursian hapistery and the Mausoleum 

of Galla Plscidia* Built by the bishop Ursus 

during Ms episcopate (400-412), the baptistery is 
A 
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a domed oot agonal building, brought into a rounded 

square at its base by low niches on the oblige 

sides of the octagon* I’he interior is divided in¬ 

to two stages by broad arches one above the other 

on each face of the octagon* 1'he lunettes of the 

upper arcade are pierced by single large windows* 

Ihe exterior walls of the octagon are carried 

up beyond the spring-line of the dome and support 

a low, pointed roof of tile* She space above the 

windows is decorated with blind aroading, two units 

on each face* Ihoaa are further divided by two 

small arches supported on corbels* 

SChe mausoleum was built in 485 A.h* to hold 

the body of Sails Placidia, sister of Honor ills* 

i’he plan is purely that of a Greek cross with 

barrel-vaulted arms radiating from a central 

domed square. Almost the entire interior is cov¬ 

ered with mosaic, forming mi exquisite decora¬ 

tive unit. She dome over the crossing was formed 

after the method of pend entires but without the 

replacement by another dome of the saucer over 

the top point of intersection of the side arches. 
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On the outside, the walls of the square are 

continued up to conceal the dome and are covered by 

a low pyramidioal tile roof. 2he barrel-vaulted 

arms are likewise covered by tile roofs forming 

gables at the ends. Shese gables are treated in 

the form of pediments in brick corbelled courses, 

a unique and on the whole a very interesting fea¬ 

ture. Below, the well surfaces are lined with 

blind arceding, without windows* while the walls 

of the central square are pierced with small, 

square-headed openings. 5?he cornice of this 

raised unit is likewise of brick in corbelled 

courses, with the same interesting line of den¬ 

tils. 

All this is quite foreign to anything vie have 

discovered so far in exterior design# She scale 

of the bu ildingo we have discussed has been much 

larger, and the same amount of ornamental detail 

that we see here had failed to prevent an appear¬ 

ance of bareness in their outer walls* But in 

smaller unit the masses are well proportioned 

and the decorative treatment appropriately res- 
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trained* She smooth blending of the delicate 

pink of the briok with the soft gray of the mor¬ 

tar and a pleasing accent of a richer color in 

the roof tile, along with the excellent scale 

and detail, make the building outstanding as an 

exquisite gem of the style* 

However, in its general character the mauso¬ 

leum is more a part of Bavenna than of the Byzan¬ 

tine style as a whole, though it shows a strong 

affinity with the smaller eastern monuments of a 

succeeding age* fhere is a certain amount of de¬ 

ception through the complete masking of the domes 

and vaults, but, if we consider the accurate rep¬ 

resentation of the general interior masses that 

is accomplished, this criticism seems meager and 

unimportant* 

That a building of this early date should con¬ 

tain elements in it that ware to play such an im¬ 

portant part in the fully developed style is re¬ 

markable if not astonishing* But, if we consider 

the insignificance of its size and purpose and its 

comparative isolation from the focal point of the 
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development, It does not seem likely that it 

played any important part in establishing, or even 

suggesting, the Greek oross as the orthodox ohurch 

plan or the use of spherical pendentives to accom¬ 

plish the transition from square to circle* 

3k?o very interesting basilican churches are 

those of S* Apollonaire Huovo, built by the Gothic 

king ISheodorio, about 526 A»D*, and 6* Apollinaire 

en Glasse, begun about ten years later under the 

.Byzantine dominion* Both are simple, three-aisle 

churches, with an eastern apse and a wooden roof* 

An unusual feature common to both basilicas is 

the free-standing, circular tower* 3Jhe Greek 

ohuroh did not employ a bell to oall its members 

to eervioes; so it is dubious that these towers 

were originally used as campaniles* 

Characteristic of the exteriors of the two 

churches is their rugged simplicity and direct 

expression of the interior forms in the gabled 

nave roof and the lean-to aisle roofs* Sven the 

blind arcading of all the aisle, and ole re-story 

walls of S* Apollinaire en Glasse was probajbly 
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Intended to suggest the rows of arches and columns 

lining the nave and aisles inside* She harenness 

of surface treatment was carried even farther on 

the faces of the octagonal apse, the total adorn** 

ment reduced to simple round-headed window open¬ 

ings* 

She outstanding monument of the Ravennate 

school is the unique church of S* Yitale* Although 

of later date than S* Sophia it exhibits an earlier 

phase of Byaantine architecture, possibly due to 

its distance from the capital* though ocnoeived 

under the Cothic rule in 526 A*B*, it was not the 

subject of any serious building activity until 

the reign of Justinian, and It was not until 547 

that its oonseoration took place* 

I'he prototype of the plan was probably that 

of SS» Sergius and Bacchus in Constantinople, 

but there is a possibility that the form might 

have been suggested by the Armenian octofoll 

church, with its semi-circular apses on all faces 

of an interior octagon, through an intermediate 

stage of development as found in Constantine’s 
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ootagon at Antioch. The plan consists of a 

simple octagonal central area, surrounded by 

an aLsle and gallery, the apse built out of 

the eastern end and the narthex added on the 

west and northwest faces* She outer wall, 

following the line of the inner, forms a reg¬ 

ular eight-sided figure, tfhereas at SS. Ser¬ 

gius and Bacchus the exterior contour is 

brought from an irregular octagon inside through 

the aid of niches into an exterior square* Be¬ 

tween each pillar of the central area are opened 

two-storied niches divided by columns into three 

lesser bays* She use of these exedrae here is 

not justifiable in any functional sense other 

than in the wonderful beauty they add to the 

decorative effect* In plan they serve to choke 

the aisle and gallery passages and almost des¬ 

troy their value as circulatory units* 

She architects here baulked at the problems 

challenged and so superbly solved at S* Sophia* 

She central dome they constructed of earthen 

pots, as in the earlier bapistry, in order to 
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minimise the weight, and z’ested this form on an 

ootagon through the used of squinches* She 

buttresses for this dome are carried through the 

aisle and gallery and project from the outside 

wall at the eight corners* Secondary buttresses, 

carrying the thrusts of the intermediate aisle 

and gallery groin vaults, are likewise expressed 

on the exterior, defining bays three in each face 

with an aisle and a gallery window in each bay. 

She central dome is hidden inside an octagonal 

drum, carried well above the sloping tile roofs 

over the gallery projections, and covered by a 

low, pointed roof of the same material* 2his 

scheme we have found to be typical of the Kavenna 

school, though based on a falsehood, the result¬ 

ing form is undeniably handsome in its imposing 

simplicity and in its well placed and excellently 

proportioned round-headed window openings, each 

recessed in a larger arch of the same shape* 

fhese windows, incidentally, are set in the dome 

itself and provide an ideal illumination for the 

interior as well as serving so excellent a pur- 
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pose in the design of the exterior. Shis is the 

first Byzantine monument of the central type in 

whioh we find window openings being used to en¬ 

hance the beauty of the facade design rather than 

forming an impediment in the way of such an accom¬ 

plishment. likewise, it is here that the scheme 

of subordinate units within a large form is first 

given a use in exterior design* In the end of 

the choir vault over the apse, three windows with 

arched heads supported on columns are recessed in 

a larger arch which defines the vaulted form on 

the interior* She central window of the group was 

made slightly broader and higher in order to form 

a better composition in the lunette of the outer 

arch, Evidences of this scheme we shall further 

seek in subsequent examples, for the logic of 

its use on the exterior necessarily follows out 

the prominent part it played in interior design. 

though, the church of S. Vitale forms an 

important step in the development of Byzantine 

facade architecture, it is by no means a final 

expression of any phase of it* Host definitely 
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leaking is a proper position of prominence that 

should he given to the dome, the central theme 

of the composition* Moreover, the window open¬ 

ings, though well-designed as we have noted, are 

not yet capable of suggesting the monumental 

scale of the structure, and the plain exterior 

walls, devoid of any ornament, in no way exhibit 

th© richness of decoration that lies within. 

2?rue, as Mr. Watkin has suggested, there is a 

great deal of intereist to he found simply in the 

colour and texture of these walls, hut this beau¬ 

ty alone is insufficient.* 

She First Golden Age of Byaantine art and 

architecture ended \*Jith the death of Justinian 

(565 A.I). )* From this time until the beginning 

of the Second Golden Age In the ninth century, 

development was retarded and building compara¬ 

tively at a standstill—the inevitable pause 

that marks the period of paying for luxurious 

*ffhe Church of Tomorrow, 16• 
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s pi endourt extravagant over-building and over¬ 

expansion# While the Western Empire was being 

overrun by barbarian forces, the SaBt was finding 
f 

considerable difficulty in contending with, tbe 

new-born fire of Islam, as well as suffering on 

the verge of downfall through the invasion of 

Greece and threatening attacks on the capital 

itself by the Bulgars and later the Bussians# 

Progress was further impeded by the Icono¬ 

clastic revolt during the latter half of the 

eighth century and first of the ninth# However,* 

this movement, while widely destructive to the 

representational art of the time, had little 

effect on the architecture itself# Even sculp¬ 

ture, already essentially non-representational, 

was passed over lightly# 

2he more settled times that followed the 

re-establishment of representational art saw a 

revived interest in building, particularly under 

Basil I# Though generously sponsored by this 

emperor, the architecture did not again assume 

the same role of autocratic pretention that was 
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its lot under Justinian* Rather it was more the 

work of the people, of individual communities 

and provinces, eaoh attiring it in a garb more 

native of their own ideas, ^ust as the Ravennate 

School had done in m earlier age* True, at Con¬ 

stantino pi 8, the greatest monument erected during 

the reign of Basil I—the famous ,rIew Church'1-- 

was an imperial shrine rather than a community 

church, but this was an exception to the general 

rule of more intimate structures* 

Shis church, consecrated in 881 A*D*, has 

long since disappeared, but manuscripts handed 

down describe it as richly decorated both inside 

and out* Its roofs and five domes, covered 

with gilded plates of bronze, must have given it 

an appearance far more brilliant and imposing 

than was to be found in any of the earlier monu¬ 

ments, This fact characterizes all succeeding 

work in the Byzantine style—not the use of 

gilded domes but the new and vital attention 

given to the external aspect of the buildings* 

These later churches were considerably re¬ 

duced in size over those tremenduous edifices 
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erected in Ju3tinian*s day. Shey were all dom¬ 

ical structures built on a Greekcross plan, en¬ 

closed in a square or rectangle externally. Hha 

arches over tlie arms of the cross were prolonged 

as barrel vaults to the outer walls, forming 

abutment for the dome and its pend entires* 2he 

four small Squares remaining outside the cross 

were covered with domes or domical vaults* She 

cruciform scheme thus built up was expressed 

externally by the greater elevation of the cen¬ 

tral dome and the four main arms* lUrthermore* 

as had been customary In the earlier churches, 

the rounded back of the barrel vault was often 

defined in the facade by an arched recession* 

In Constantinople, the earlier monuments of 

the Second Golden Age wore in general built solely 

of brick, whereas those of the later centuries 

added stone in their construction and design* 

She apses, most often three in number, were round 

on the inside and showed several faces of a poly¬ 

gon on the outside, decorated with arcading and 

tall and narrow round niches with serai-circular 
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heads 

It is in this period that, for the first time, 

we can discover any real advance in exterior design. 

More and more attention was paid to the external 

appearance of the edifices, 2he walls were enlivened 

with ornamental bands and arches of brick; the drums 

of the domes were heightened and multiplied, becoming 

prominent decorative features* 2he latter were 

generally polygonal in plan and adorned with angle- 

columns supporting arched cornices. Windows were 

round headed and oftencomposed in units of two or 

three, thus logically adopting a feature already 

common to interior design for a further decorative 

use in the facades without. Along with a progression 

toward freeing the nave from encumbering elements 

and transforming it into a, compact unit, was a grow¬ 

ing tendency in the direction of a more elegant ex¬ 

terior, the somewhat heavy, box-like elevation giv¬ 

ing way to one more harmoniously defined. 

3?he Ohuroh of S, Theodosia (G-ul Djami}, erected 

in the ninth century, exhibits little to be commended 

in its outward appearance* It is high and heavy look- 
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ing, the angle chambers rising almost to the 

height of the nave and transept roofs and 

effectively hiding the low dome* She interest 

is concentrated at the three apses, particularly 

the side two where the faces of polygon are 

decorated with ta3.1 narrow niohas terminating 

in conch-shaped heads# Above these are brick. 

dentil and vandyfced courses* 

Another church of that century, S* Mary 

Diaconissa, likewise contains archaic character¬ 

istics in its exterior design* Sxoept for the 

two nartheces and a raised central dome, it pre- 
f* 

seufes such the same cubical aspect as 8* (Theodo¬ 

sia# 2ho high cl 03ie is surrounded by an exterior 

drum, carried up above its spring-line, and is 

as yet covered with lead in a form similar to 

that of 8. Irene* She windows piercing the 

drum are round-headed and without intermediate 

columns or piers* (The backs of the barrel vaults 

in the arms are pleasantly expressed by double 

receding arch rings, but the windows within show 

little advance in logical composition over those 
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within the lunettes of S* Sophia or S* Irene* 

Ho interesting brickwork is notable* 

She ohuroh of the Monastery of the Myrelaion* 

restored in the first half of the tenth century, 

clearly marks the growing sense of exterior her- 

mong and elegance in Byzantine Architecture* 

though not so elaborate as the buildings of a 

still later date, the walls are very pleasingly 

enriohed with brick patterns in cornices and 

arches* She old cubical form is here softened 

into a delightful composition based on the pyra¬ 

mid through a pronounced lowering of the angle 

spaces—a justifiable procedure in so far as these 

areas were of little relative importance to the 

principal plan and structure* 

A beautiful example of the smaller structure 

is the eleventh-century Church of S* Sheodors the 

2?iro# It exhibits the fully developed cruciform 

plan* but with a nave span of only fourteen feet* 

I'll© central polygonal drum is faced with strongly 

projecting cornices enclosing windows set in sev¬ 

eral orders of arches* Arcades and niches give 
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a richness of treatment to the apses, and the 

walls thetas elves are enriched with saw-tooth cor¬ 

nices, arches, and thin red tile set in bads. 

•Ilia roof of the cross arms are finished off as 

triangular gables, with the line of the vaults• 

strongly defined by recessed arches below, fhe 

dome itself is round and covered with lead, while 

the remainder of the building is roofed with tile. 

Enough illogical!;/ related in scale to the 

main body of the church, the exo-northex, con¬ 

structed in the fourteenth century, adds so consid¬ 

erably to the charm of the exterior design that 

Jackson has termed the building "the prettiest 

church in Constantinople®liiis graceful unit 

consists of five bays vaulted domically, the center 

and outer two raised on polygonal drums and covered 

with tile roofs. She main facade is divided into 

two levels by a string course, on which rests the 

several orders of each of the arches enclosing the 

five 'window groups. She openings in each of these 

bays are composed quite irrespective of those of 

*Qp» o,it«. 126. 
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the neighboring bays: some are double round-headed 

windows, others follow the line of the aroh with 

a central dividing mullion* Shis irregularity is 

pronounced, but not unpleasant* At the lower level 

of the faoade the treatment is even more unorthodox:, 

the interior bays entirely ignored as to their ex¬ 

terior expression. In the center is a door and 

on either side tall, slender, semi-domed niches; 

then triple arched windows with the stilted heads 

resting on the fine bold capitals of the inter¬ 

mediate columns; and finally another such niche at 

each end* 

What is lacking in logical design is more than 

made up in the exquisite decorative quality of the 

alternating bricks and stone in horizontal bands and 

in radiating lines in the arch rings of the upper 

story* This use of stone is new, being confined 

to the fourteenth-century work in the church, and . 

is^very definite contribution toward securing the 

richness of a polychrome effect so desirable in 

the Byzantine facade* likewise worthy of attention 

is the use of stone slabs carved with lozenges, 
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ciroles, rosettes, oresses, ana other designs In 

the lower portion of the triple arcades to fill 

in below the window openings* These are excellent 

spots for a concentration of the ornate pattern 

work pervading the interior design, and, moreover, 

provided a convenient means of securing that ele¬ 

gant slenderness so desirable in the Byzantine ar¬ 

cade, where the allowable low-point of the window 

opening might otherwise restrict the needed height* 

The church of S* Theodore, together with the later 

narthex, marks an important advancement toward a 

more logical treatment of Byaantine facade design, 

not so much in any excellence of general composition 

as in the appropriate richness of its individual 

parts* For expressive composition we shall have 

to look elsewhere than Constantinople* 

The other churches of the city contained little 

that we have not already observed in S* Theodore. 

The Churoh of S* Saviour in the Chora (eleventh cen¬ 

tury) appears as a regression in facade development, 

possibly because of the considerable amount of al¬ 

teration and addition it was subjected to in a 
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later age. As S* Iheo&ore, it has a later axo- 

narthex of a sise enormous in relation to the 

main body of the church* She central dome is 

large and pleasingly imposing* Its drum is 

surrounded by numerous arohes on columns, alter¬ 

nately piorood by windows and confined beneath 

an encircling horizontal cornice# 2ha presanoe 

of no less than six raised domes, most of viiich 

are subsequent to the thirteenth century, would 

seem to indicate the fondness of the later By- 

santine architect for an abundance of cupolas. 

!Ehe lead roofs corering the arms follow the con¬ 

tour of the vaults* 

As the outstanding characteristics of the 

later style in Constantinople \m note a central- 

domed plan normally giving a pyramid!cal composi¬ 

tion and a well-deserved prominence to the cen¬ 

tral cupola; a development of the tower dome 

through a considerable heightening of the drum 

over a comparatively small span; a rich modeling 

of this drum through the use of aroading; an ab¬ 

sence of the nonstruotural use of a wooden roof 
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oyer barrel vaults in a city when the fire hazard 

was great; an articulation of these and other in¬ 

terior vaults the exterior design; a more intelli¬ 

gently composed and decorativoly effective grouping 

of windows; and above all a more appropriate ex¬ 

pression of the sumptuous decoration of the interior 

in the exterior facades through the use of sparkling 

bricks and stone banding, of arches in successive 

rings recessed in the Gothic manner, of cornices 

containing dentil and saw-tooth courses and the new 

and equally rich Vandyked form, of spots of carved 

stone ornament, and of niches with couch-shaped 

heads recessed in the walls between windows and 

doors and encircling the apses. 

Shese examples bring us much closer to the 

perfect exterior expression we are seeking. 2he 

pyramidieal composition about a crowning dome 

lends itself well to monumental structure* An 

elegance and charm has been achieved through 

the use of soft curved line and the meticulous 

elaboration of wall surfaces* Hamilton pays 
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them this tribute: "Bejewelled with marble and 

mosaic* theirs was a preciousnes3 and lovallness 

like that of the chased and enamelled easiest of 

the goldsmith.”* 

But these monuments are small; they lack the 

grandeur of the great 3. Sophia, 3. Irene, and 

3* Titale* True, the rioh decoration of their 

exteriors sufficiently reflects the splendour of 

the marble panelling and glass mosaic that lies 

within; yet nowhere in Constantinople can we dis¬ 

cover an application of this principle on a reason¬ 

ably monumental scale. J3or shall we find it in the 

architecture of any of the surrounding provinces, 

which will be considered later in this paper. 

Domestic architecture is scarce* She one re¬ 

markable extant example is the fekfur Serai, 

built sometime between the tenth and twelth cen¬ 

turies. l1he three-story court facade of the palace 

is the best preserved and most interesting in 

its wealth of brick and stone patterning. Bricks, 

turned edgeways or cut into triangles and squares, 

*0p oit.. 98. 
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and white marble in strips and squares form geo¬ 

metric designs in the spandrils of the round- 

arched windows and horizontal bands separating 

the stories* The dark of the brick and the white 

of the stone is alternated in the arch rings 

and in horizontal courses In the wall itself. 

Its rich decoration and use of stone would seem 

to place the Tekfur Serai in the twelfth century 

rather than the tenth. 

She final fall of the Empire to the lurks in 

the fifteenth century merely climaxed the period 

of steady deoay that had begun even before the 

Latin conquest in 1204, though more definitely 

marked by that event* This was the official end 

of the Byzantine style and the actual end as re¬ 

gards Constantinople. The Turks converted the 

Christian ehurohes into mosques, whitewashing the 

exteriors and covering mosaic which related too 

definitely to the Christian dogma. But other than 

this the destructive effect of their conquest 

was little. 

The Turks straightway proceeded to fill Con- 
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stantinopla with mosques of their own construc¬ 

tion, though generally using a Greek or Armenian 

architect for the purpose. Outstanding is the 

Mosque of Mohamet II, built on the site of the 

now ruined Church of the Holy Apostles, and modelled 

after S, Sophia. Indeed, this Bysantine church, 

except for the presence of galleries, set a stan¬ 

dard form for almost all Turkish religious edi¬ 

fices. She lurks added the charm of the beauti¬ 

ful faience which lines the walls and a homogen¬ 

eous exterior treatment in marble, l’hough Byzan¬ 

tine artistic traditions themselves soon died out 

under the numbing influence of the fatalistic 

religion and the restricting authority of a foreign 

despot, the Constantinople (Stamboul) of today 

presents a most handsome spectacle vsith its great 

mosques, the numerous domes swelling one above the 

other toward the mighty central cupola and tile 

graceful minarets which contrast so successfully 

with the broad curves of the domas. 

And so we see Bysantine architecture approach 

and reach its final expression in the central '* 
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point of its development without accomplishing 

any desirable solution of the problem of an 

appropriate facade design* W© have seen an 

attempt and s moderate suoeess on an imtlmate 

scale but nowhere a solution such as might be 

applied to the more colossal proportions of 5, 

Sophia* 3?he very sophistication and autocratic— 

oven snobbish-characteristics of the Byaantine 

style removed it too far above the interests 

and comprehension of the common people for it 

to attain any monumental expression through 

their hands as did the Gothic architecture of 

medieval France. For the erection of such edi¬ 

fices v?e must look to the efforts of the. same 

sort of ambitious and luxurious court as built 

S« Sophia in the sixth century. But, with the 

decay and degradation and general decline of 

wealth in the later Empire, along with the ever- 

threatening danger of foreign invasion and the 

resulting unstable conditions, no such court 

arose during a period which saw the final awaken¬ 

ing of interest.in exterior design; and so the . 
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Ideal opportunity for the ultimate solution of 

this problem was never presented to the Bysan- 

tine architect* 

We turn to the Byzantine architecture as it 

developed in other countries and surrounding prov¬ 

inces* but with little hope of finding a proper 

treatment of the facade In buildings of other 

than a very modest scale. It is only natural that 

Greece* the home of the ancestors of those who 

made the style great, should nesrfe occupy our atten¬ 

tion. 

- By the end of the ninth century the country 

was well on its way to a recovery from the pover¬ 

ty-stricken ages that had preceded* Architecture 

flourished with the return of prosperity, and the 

Byzantine style received a new impetus toward fur¬ 

ther development* She basic traditions of the 

Greek manifested itself in the same beauty and 

fitness of site chosen for the Christlan church 

as that for the ancient pagan temple, and in a 

classic restraint, productive of a quiet charm, 
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that allowed for neither the ornateness of the 

Serbian, the severity of the Armenian, nor the 

soft, luscious, effeminate exterior curves of 

the churches we have Just examined* 

Greece's prosperity was not the result of 

a rich cosmopolitan trade, but instead emanated 

from her vineyards, olive groves, and silk fac¬ 

tories* She contained no imperial capital and 

entertained no luxurious court, and hence no 

buildings on a magnificent scale arose* Her ar¬ 

chitecture rather expressed the even, though res¬ 

tricted, tenor of the lives of her people in 

a careful construction and choice adornment of 

modest structures* 

2he churches of Athens present a uniform 

aspect in their small proportions (reminiscent 

of the classic temple cells),in their cruciform 

plan, in the use of a single central tower dome, 

in their pyramidical composition, and in their 

walls of squared stone Jointed horiaontally and 

vertically with narrow tile* OJhe roof over the 

dome is of tile and was no longer projected to 
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form eaves# She slender angle columns on the 

polygonal drum support semi-circular stone arches, 

over radiating brick archivolts. She tile of the 

roof,adhering closely to the form of the dome , 

nas brought down flush with the face of the arches 

to replace the spandrels between them* Shis 

type of drum and dome is characteristic of the 

Athenian churches and was widely imitated in 

the other parts of Greece* Windows, generally 

grouped in double or triiple units, are elegantly 

slender with elongated, stilted, round heads and 

intermediate supports in the form of columns* 

An early church of this group is the so- 

called Small Cathedral (tenth century). She raised 

cross arms terminate in gables pierced by a typ¬ 

ical double window unit* She facades are essen¬ 

tially plain in form, though decorated by num¬ 

erous slabs of carved whits marble combining 

classic and Christian design* 

She two eleventh century churches, SS* 

Sheodore and Oaprioarca, are a bit more charac¬ 

teristically Athenian* 33he windows of SS* fheo- 
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dore are uniformly grouped In two*s under a large 

enclosing aroh, slightly projected and outlined 

in a richly modelled saw-tooth course* That area 

of the lunette remaining around the window heads 

with their brick archivolts is covered with a sur¬ 

face pattern in brick* The stilted arches of the 

openings rest on a single column in the center 

and a projected string course at the sides* This 

delightful treatment of the fenestration has been 

retained in most subsequent examples and is today 

widely aocepted as a characteristic feature of 

Byzantine design* The angle chambers In both 

oases wore lowered to give expression to the nave* 

transept, and choir arms, which end in a gable 

as at the Small Cathedral* the whole composing 

a most pleasing pyramidieal form. 

Byzantine churches of the Mores are numerous* 

The three twelfth-century churches of Argolis— 

at Merbaoa, Araia, and Ghonica—are characterized 

by massive bases of white marble and a greater 

wealth of detail above than we found in the Athen- 
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last examples* She facades are meticulously 

adorned with stone cornices, broad meander 

fries os of briolc, saw-tooth bands and archi- 

volts, colored faience discs, and spots of sculp¬ 

tured ornament in the stone masonry* 

She careful measure and clear articulation 

of the design through the symmetry of the plan, 

the well determined proportions of its structure, 

and the accurate fitting of the masons suggest 

a revival (or survival) of the old Hellenic spirit* 

the presence of entrance porches and belltowers 

is characteristic, though as yet of little rela¬ 

tive importance to the composition* 

More famous are the Churches of Mistra, SS. 

fheodore (1295) is notable for its marble panell¬ 

ing on the exterior faces of the three projecting 

apses and a general richness of facade ornament* 

SJhe central dome is larger than usual in Creek 

churches and the drum is divided by a greater num¬ 

ber of arched bays, pierced alternately by windows, 

Mistra attained a unique position of importance 

during the fourteenth century, the son of the Eto- 
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peror being raised, as despot of Horea with this 

city as his capital* Direct intercourse with Con¬ 

stantinople was established. In general the chur¬ 

ches of this period show a mixture of Creek and 

Const ant in opolitan element a in their design, with 

a touch of Vies tern Gothic, fhe influence of the 

capital is evident in the use of domes over the 

angle chambers and in the traditional expression 

of the interior vault forms in the facades , by 

the lines of exterior arches, Western elements 

appear more as superficial adoptions of popular 

forms. In the Church of the Monastery of Pantan- 

assa, the bell-tower contains trefoils and triple 

openings beneath pointed arches, and the apses 

are decorated with an arcade of pointed arches, 

Ehase Gothic details exist along with the more 

indigenous Byzantine round-arched forms* 

The latter churches at Salonloa show more def¬ 

inite affinities with contemporary examples in the 

imperial city, though the tendency to decorate the 

exterior is carried much further, S, alias, prob¬ 

ably of the twelfth century, contains elaborate 

patterns in brickwork in the form of zigzags, dia- 
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monds, guilloohes, and trellis work, capped by 

a vaMyked oornloe as In S* 'fheodosia, Below 

this banding in brisk on the many-sided apse are 

placed flat niches reoessed in several arch rings 

on each face* fhe dome is raised on an unusually 

lofty drum, surrounded by very slender arches with 

intermediate shaft-like columns rising to the cor¬ 

nice line* 2he reserved and almost delicate treat¬ 

ment of this oantral drum is a splendid and most 

delightful feature, quite worthy of repetition* 

Even more remarkable for the charm of its 

elaborate patterning in brick is the Salouioan 

Ghttroh of the Holy Apostles, built in the same 

oanturyf Its plan is essentially that of the neigh¬ 

boring $« Sophia. Five dome-towers rise on the ex¬ 

terior, one over the central nave and one over eaoh 

comer of the aisles* Here the architect has adop¬ 

ted the arched cornices supported on the angle 

GOlumns of the polygonal drums* Saw-tooth courses 

predominate in these and all other exterior cor¬ 

nices of the structure, giving a rich play of, 

light and shadow* An exquisite slenderness is no- 
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ticeable in the arched bays of the drums and in 

the flat niohes of the apses, producing an el a** 

ganee of aspect so essanttally characteristic of 

Byzantine facade design* Open to the top on the 

interior, the elongated drums appear as lanterns 

rather than as staple dome coverings. An enumer¬ 

ation of the infinite variety of decorative brick, 

designs used on the outer walls would be difficult 

if not impossible. They form bands almost continuous 

over the upper half of the central apse and effec¬ 

tively cover the wall.surfaces within the niohes 

and within all other arch-bound surfaces of the ex¬ 

terior* Interior vaults receive their typical ex¬ 

pression on the facades* 

Such was the development in and around the 

capital of the Empire# The territories farther 

to the east had by no means been inactive in the 

architectural field during the centuries that 

followed the initiation of the Byzantine style* 

They did not simply contribute their part to its 

formation and then retire into the background or 
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get out of the picture altogether. I’hough exer- 

olsing influence of no such magnitude as was charac¬ 

teristic of the ear Ilex* stage, the later develop¬ 

ments deserve at least a quick perusal* 

A glance at subsequent monuments In Asia Minor 

will convince one beyond doubt that its prime im¬ 

portance lay in its early formative influence. In 

the seventh century, Arab invasions plunged the 

country into a state of misery and devastation that 

lasted through a period of four hundred years* Ihe 

seclusion into which the inhabitants were driven 

provided ideal conditions for a development of 

monastioism with its characteristic architectural 

establishments* Shus its churches were of a more 

popular nature and a mors modest scale* 2heir dec¬ 

orative art was simple in technique and narrative 

in style, contrasting with the official iconography 

of the capital cities* Stone wasthe exclusive 

material, windows were round-headed, doors enclosed 

in the square, almost classic frame so popular in 

Syria, and moulding simple in profile and strongly - 

projected* fhe exteriors were essentially plain. 
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even barren* 

Influence from the more developed Byzantine 

style began to flow back Into Asia Minor, taking 

effect In such an example as the eleventh century 

Schangli-Kilisse. She principal material of con¬ 

struction remained stone, but brick was introduced 

for decorative effect. She central tower dome 

dominates the pyramidloal structure. She decora¬ 

tion around its drum is in a series of slender 

recessed arch rings without the use of interme¬ 

diate columns or arched cornices* She south wall 

of the church is profusely decorated, in a simi¬ 

lar manner, In two stories of niches, with tile 

bands running along the wall and cutting through 

the niches* 

She Batin occupation of the island of Cyprus, 

with a consequent construction of Western Catholic 

ohurohes, influenced the native architecture to- 

ward an adoption of superficial Gothic details dur¬ 

ing the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and 

out of a final synthesis of the two forces during 

the two succeeding centuries grew a Gothic-Bysan- 
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tins style. Features of this combination were 

the frequent use of the pointed areh and vault 

and the employment of the dome in conjunction with 

a long nave and aisles. 

In general, though Byzantine (and later, Gothic) 

influences were felt, the architecture of Asia Minor 

continued as mace characteristic of the local school 

than of the Byzantine style as a whole, and had 

little to contribute to its later development. 

In Mesopotamia the monuments are generally eon- 

fined to an earlier period, a large number dated 

to the sixth oentury. It was during this period 

that Justinian gave an impetus to architectural 

construction through his erection of numerous 

churches and secular buildings. This activity 

vias not long-lived and soon died out in the follow¬ 

ing centuries. With a pronounced lack of examples 

during the period in which an interest in facade 

design was finally aroused, Mesopotamia had little 

to contribute to the interest of our thesis. In 

general, the buildings employed stone for their 

walls and brick for their vaults, and a certain 

amount of earlier Hellenistic characteristics per- 
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stated in their details* 

In Syria, likewise, the Byzantine style ex¬ 

perienced an early death* The country was overrun 

in the seventh century by the Moslems and ceased 

to be a part of the Empire* A large number of 

stone basilicas of the fourth* fifth, and sixth 

centuries exist today and uniformly present the 

same chai'aoteristioo we have noted in an earlier 

chapter—roofs, occasionally of timber, but more 

often of stone slabs on transverse ribs, simple 

and rather crude mouldings out from the hard stone, 

and an essentially non-representational ornament* 

Constantine and Justinian both had erected monu¬ 

ments at Antioch, though none were as typically 

Syrian as the examples of the less cosmopolitan 

districts of the country* 

The architecture of Egypt is more essentially 

Cothio than Byzantine, though using the character¬ 

istic Byzantine dome, sometimes to the extent, of 

employing as many as twenty domes in one structure# 

Egypt also suffered at the hands of the Arabs* 

The monuments now extant are small and of poor 
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material, none of the great churohes of Alexan¬ 

dria eurriving. It would normally have been to 

tlieae latter churches that we would have looked 

for Byzantine elements, for the smaller edifices 

were products of the inland districts mid subject 

to a more indigenous development with greater in¬ 

dependence of outside sources. 

She centralized plan types of Armenia have 

already been discussed in a search after the basic 

influences which determined the Byzantine ortho¬ 

dox plan, and the sense of interior spatial unity 

and the pleaslag pyramidical form that character¬ 

ise their style, have also been mentioned, though 

of great importance to Byzantine development in 

these respects, Armenian architecture seems to 

have played a much smaller part, if any at all, 

in determining the more detailed aspects of ex¬ 

terior decoration. 

Characteristically, Armenian traditions appear 

cpaito independent of any backwash of Byzantine 

influence during their later existence. She ar¬ 

chitecture is Byzantine only in those elements 

which Armenia herself had contributed; nowhere is 
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there evidence of other than natural developments# 

She people of this country were essentially 

ecclesiastically minded, and their land is studded 

with innumerable churches# The century covering 

the last of the tenth and the first of the eleventh 

marks the height of Armenia,s greatness and is con¬ 

sequently a period of considerable building activ¬ 

ity, with many of its monuments remaining to 

attest the lively interest of the nation in this 

phase of its life* After this, Armenian history 

tells a continuous story of anarchy and oppression# 

Faced with carefully fitted,square-cut stone, 

the monuments give an impression of solidity and 

firmness# A predominant use of the straight 

line, mostly vertical, manifested in the sharp 

corners, the angular pediments of the cross arms, 

the ridges of the steep pyraraidical roof over 

the central dome, and is the slender columns 

imposed on the walls, tend to give the struc¬ 

ture a rather severe aspect# This is farther 

enhanced by the clear, briskly defined planes# 

interior ornamentation is kept simple and not 
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allowed to effectively offset the severity of the 

structural expression* fhe high oylindiroal or 

polygonal arum supporting the central dome ana 

the lower walls of the church are often lined with 

shallow blind arcades on tall slender colonnettes, 

as at the Churoh of the Redeemer and the Cathedral, 

both at Ani, In St, Gregory of the same city, the 

spandrels are filled with exquisite and delicate 

sculptures of birds, animals, and foliage, in this 

case modifying the austerity and adding a light¬ 

ness and elegance, fall Y-shaped niches, termina¬ 

ting in ornamented arched heads, were often em¬ 

ployed to break the exterior wall surfaces when 

windows were undesirable. Openings were never 

used in any abundance; where they do occur they 

are generally small and narrow with round heads 

topped by deoorated arched mouldings turning away 

horizontally on either side of the spring-line, 

fhough we could find no proper place in a 

characteristic Byaantine ohuroh for this cold, 

colorless, austerely simple external treatment, 

it was quite appropriate to the Armenian struc- 
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ture whose interior was likewise executed in simple 

masses with all efforts directed solely toward the 

beauty that lay in a refined spatial unity and quite 

ignorant to the typical Bysantine lore of sumptuous 

color and rich materials* 

lot only their arohitectural monuments, but 

the Armenians themselves played an important part 

in the formation of the Bysantine style* Borne of 

the most powerful emperors were of Armenian descent, 

and a number of the architects employed at Constan¬ 

tinople were born and trained in that country* 

She Second Colden Age saw a spread of Bysantine 

architecture to the west as well as to the east* 

In Siaily it blossomed forth under the Borman rule* 

Shough in early times a part of the Bysantine Em¬ 

pire, this country had fallen into Saracen hands 

in the ninth century* Borman conquest found an 

architecture essentially Bysantine, though with 

pronounced Saracenic traits* Over this the con¬ 

querors imposed their barbaric love of massiveness, 

though without basically changing the style* 
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She products of this period are outstanding 

for the beauty of their interior decoration, but 

contribute little or nothing In the way of facade 

design. She Cathedral of Monreale, la Martorana, 

and the Oappalla Palatina, termed "the most ex¬ 

quisitely adorned palace-chapel in the world,*** 

deserve a top ranking in the Byzantine mosaic art, 

but never a word does one hear concerning any 

beauty or originality of their exterior adornment. 

She less famous monuments set the mode of ex¬ 

ternal expression* St*. John of the Hermits presents 

an aspect quite ne?i to us* Bed plastered domes set 

on massive, yellowish walls, both utterly devoid 

of ornament of any kind, present a naive though 

rare and exotio charm* But any real beauty, any 

logic of structural expression is utterly lacking* 

She domes appear to bear no relation to the structure 

below and sit on the box-like forms much as marbles 

on a table. She incongruity is further enhanced by 

the strongly contrasting colours* 

S,. Cataldo is of the same sort x’lith three 

^Hamilton, Op. ait.* 139. 
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stilted domes, again in rod and equally as naked, 

set in a row on top of the cube of the main struc¬ 

ture* A Saracenic pierced battlement trims the 

top edges of the bos ^ust above a procession of 

window bays outlined in a series of broad, recessed, 

pointed arches* 

She architecture is utterly barren of any con¬ 

tribution to a system of logical facade design, and 

merely affords a unique phase in the history of its 

development* 

Evidences of Bysantins architecture are by no 

means lacking in France, though more or less confined 

to the Aquitaine district* In ranch earlier times 

Homan architecture had taken a firm hold inchul 

around Himes and Arles where there are many notable 

monuments remaining* Later in Christian times, dur¬ 

ing the fifth century, we hear of two important 

basilican churches constructed at four and Lyons* 

But all building activity ceased during the Bark 

Ages which followed, not to be revived even in 

part until the ninth century* It was Charlemagne 



who, in this century introduced the Bysantine 

plan into France in his famous royal chapel at 

Aix-la-Chapelle, Sxcept for an absence of the 

exedrae protruding into the aisles and galleries, 

the building is essentially copied after S# 

Vitale at Ravenna, with its octagonal plan, two 

stories of aisles and gallery raised central dome 

masked on the exterior by an octagonal drum and 

a pyramidioal roof* iiulte lacking, however, is 

the sophisticated refinement of interior treatment 

that gives S# Vitale its chief claim to fane# 

Of the same century is the church of Germigny 

des Bros showing even stronger Bysantine affinities# 

Its oross-in-square plan, with a central dome, 

barrel-vaulted arms, and low angle chambers, is 

that of the later ohurohes of Constantinople# In 

the apses, added to the cross arms, Straygow ski* 

sees a remaining influence of the Armenian niche 

buttresses* Most remarkable is the use of mosaic 

decoration* so essentially alien to normal French 

art# She exterior has little to commend it# It 

*Origin of Christian Church Art# 
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simply exhibits the crudity of form and ornament 

that befell the lot of the Byzantine style in a 

country as yet essentially barbaric* 2he structure 

is pyramidieal, vl th the dome hidden under a wooden 

roof* 

It was In Aquitaine that the dome found its 

strongest adherents and a more established usage* 

Most famous is the fire-domed ohuroh of 3* Front 

at Perigueux (eleventh century), copied from 3* 

Mark1 e, Venice, in size as well as form* Variations 

in the construction of the domes and pendentires, 

which give the former an ovoid form and the latter 

a double curvature rather than a spherical section, 

indicate native workmanship and an acceptance of 

the Byzantine scheme without a close adherence to 

its structural principals. Shis is typical of all 

domical buildings in France* Sculptured ornament 

likewise exhibits a barbaric crudity which at once 

denies its execution by Greek hands* 

She interior treatment of the church shows the 

wide departure of the French work from the customary 

Byzantine splendour. All surfaces are faced with 
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ashlar masonry* with no oolour and no more than a 

very few mouldings to enrich it. She effect is one 

of simple, severe massiveness* The domes are treated 

in a very architectural manner outside* Their 

pointed, stilted form is retained in an ashlar cover¬ 

ing, and crowned with finiala* These strange, steep 

ovoid forms were to he retained much later in the 

Church of the Saore Coeur in Paris* It provides 

one means of giving the dome its proper importance 

in the exterior composition without the need of a 

partial separation from structural compactness hy 

the imposition of a drum* And yet the equal size 

of the five domes utterly destroys the pyramidical 

composition which gives the customary Byzantine 

structure such forceful expression* The massive 

piers of the interior are raised above the exterior , 

roof in the form of towers drowned by finials set 

on truncated pyramids# The enormous western tower, 

built independent of the main body of the structure, 

is topped hy an even steeper conical dome* The 

facades are rather steeply gabled with a group of 

three round-arohed windows arranged in a triangle 
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in the upper part of each# 

Successive examples show an even farther de¬ 

parture from Byzantine construction and an utter 

Abandonment of Byzantine plan* file domes gradually 

lost their domical structure and took on more of 

the aspect of mere vaults* She final step was taken 

at lochs where the bays were covered with corbelled 

pyramids* What is more, the domes were no longer 

given an external expression, being covered with 

pyramidical roofs, often rising in spires, and in 

more extreme cases entirely oovered by a single 

nave roof* Over the more native longitudinal plan, 

they were arranged in a single row rather than 

composed over a cross or square* She facades in 

general were severely plain., sculpture being more 

or less confined to capitals end the construction 

to stone without' the colourful addition of brick* 

Gradually aU trsoes of Byzantine influence were 

eliminated* 

And so it IS alone in the domical forms of S* 

Front that we find any worthy contributionto 

logical facade design* What further use they 
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could be put to is well illustrated in the Churoh 

of the Sucre Ooeur, xthloh will engage our attention 

a little farther along in this paper. 

It is onoe more to Italy that we now turn, and 

to the city of Venice which gave Byzantine ideas 

their ultimate expression in the cathedral of S. 

Mark’s. There are a number of domed churches in 

southern Italy built during the Borman, invasion. 

“b 0 

The Bapistry of Soter at Maples is of a muoh earlier 

date (fifth century) and most interesting for its 

mosaic decoration. It is an apsed square covered 

by a dome on broad squinches. Characteristic of 

the early date there is no attention given its ex¬ 

terior treatment* The later churches show a grea¬ 

ter dependence on Western elements 5ust as in Sicily. 

S, Mark’s at Hossano and the Oatolica at Stilo are 

oross-in-square churches with five domes. In the 

latter example the domes are raised on high cylin¬ 

drical drums decorated with tiles arranged in 

diamond pattern, but outside of this there is a 

little that might interest us on either exterior. 
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Mora typical of the Italian manner is the three- 

domed, elongated plan of the twelfth century Cathe¬ 

dral of Molfetta* The narrow cross-arms and angle- 

spaces are roofed all at the same level with a 

sloping roof outside. Two tall lorabardic-featured 

towers stand at the west end and the exterior of 

the Ghuroh has little of Byzantine appearance about 

it. 

She builders of the churches imitated Byzan¬ 

tine models, but as in Prance, retained their own 

system of domical construction in stone layad in 

horizontal beds. These domical vaults generally 

were covered with low pyramidical roofs. 

toept for Tenice, the break with Byzantine art 

and architecture in central and northern Italy was 

complete after the lombard conquest, The architec¬ 

ture of Tuscany and lombardy developed quite free 

of any Byzantine tutelage* Only in details do we 

find a resemblance between the two. The sculp¬ 

tured ornament applied to mouldings was hardly 

more a crude imitation of the Byzantine than of 

the Classic* It must be remembered that a pro- 
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nounoed use of patterning in brick, the adoption of 

the brick and stone combinations in facade design, 

and the employment of arched corbel-tables, occasion¬ 

ally connected to the ground by slender shafts, did 

not occur until late in Byzantine architecture and 

could hardly hare formed the basis of their develop¬ 

ment in the Bombard style. 

2?ha existence of exceptional examples in Italy 

we have acknowledged* One of these is the ninth 

century church of 3* Lorenzo at Milan, whose cen¬ 

tral square, opening into four flat niches, suggests 

an affinity with the Armenian quatrefoiled square* 

Largely rebuilt in the sixteenth century*. Its Byzan¬ 

tine traits now go no farther than this centralized 

plan. 

A sixth century basilican church at Parenzo 

in Istria has preserved its, Byzantine decorations 

on the inside aid shows some evidence of mosaics 

having been used on the outside in the preceding 

atrium. A similar church of the same century is to 

be found at Grade in the lagoons north of Yenice# 

Here there is evidence of interesting tracery being 
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used in the broad round-arched window opening* 

Other Byzantine monuments of a later date re¬ 

main in the country around Venice and probably de¬ 

rive something of their character from that city. 

She Cathedral of Sorealio, founded originally in 

the seventh century, is Byzantine in its decora¬ 

tion though basilican in plan* Heat to it sits 

the unusual little ohuroh of S* Fossa (1008)* It 

is literally a cross-in-ootagon plan, with a 

wooden roof on the drum raised over the crossing 

in plaoe of the originally-intended dome* She 

exterior is in plain brickwork, surrounded on five 

sides of the ootagon by a handsome arcade of stil¬ 

ted arches on Byzantine columns and capitals* She 

apse, vary much elongated* is deoorated in recessed 

brick arches in several orders arranged in two 

stories* Below the cornice is a vandyked brick 

course* All this is seemingly inconsistent with 

the utter simplicity of the remaining wall surfaces* 

A somewhat later church at Hurano displays the rich¬ 

ness of apsidal decoration* Here the arcades with 

multiple arch rings rest on doubled columns, freed 
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from the wall in the upper level so as to form a 

gallery and engaged below, separating the niches 

out in the wall. She upper gallery is surrounded 

by a rather typical Byaantine balaustrade. below 

which occurs a double row of vandyhed bric&work 

with the lower triangular panels decorated by 

carved marble slabs* She saw-tooth course is used 

to advantage in defining the upper arches and cor¬ 

nice. 

In Venice we find an isolated example of the 

Bast transplanted in the West, receiving a luxur¬ 

iant growth in a very fertile soil—a daaaling 

apparition of a city so splendid and cultured in 

an age and among nations so rude and barbarous* 

In a hatred for those Borthem invaders who had 

swept through Italy and crushed her civilisation, 

and in a contempt of their uncouth way of life, 

Venice disowned the West as her parent, isolated 

herself from it, severed all connections, and 

turned her gsse eastward to the Byaantine capital 

as the stronghold of civilisation, the most high¬ 

ly cultured spot in the trarld of that time. It 
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was by a treaty, early In the ninth o entury, incor¬ 

porating her in the Eastern ISmpire, that Venice 

signalised this attachment# 

But, in spite of the Eastern garb of ideas and 

customs that she had assumed, Venice had not lost 

that strong, verile quality that characterised the 

new born nations of the Western world. Her subju¬ 

gation to Constantinople in a political sense was 

merely nominal and her independence as a republic 

remained intact, through a widespread trade and 

commerce her wealth grew, and the time soon came 

when she fait the need of expressing her pride and 

glory and her importance as a world power in a mon¬ 

ument whose magnificence would rival that of the 

greatest thfct Constantinople had to offer, 

Having turned direotly to Constantinople for 

all aspects of her cultured life, it was only 

natural that Venioe*should look there not only 

for architectural inspiration but for the very 

architects themselves. It was just this opportun¬ 

ity for which the Byzantine Creek had so long been 

waiting—the chance to embody in a structure of 

an appropriately monumental size all the new ideas 
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that his artistic genius had accumulated since its 

last great expression in S* Sophia. 2he Bysantine 

capital itself had Justinian’s work before it ever 

to remind the world of its proud position, and so 

felt no need for further expression of its greatness 

through the architectural medium* 2he provinces 

of the Empire had not the proper wealth to place at 

the disposal of the architect, and no incentive to 

do so were that condition fulfilled* It must be 

remembered that the Byzantine was not an architec¬ 

ture that formed the same integral part of the lives 

of the people as dM the Gothic* $here existed no 

such communal effort among the countries of the 

Sastj hence* unless the Emperor and his autocratic 

court took the matter in hand, there could be no 

such expression except on a very intimate scale, 

though the very character of the Western People- 

full of youthful vigour, instilling in their art, 

crude though it might be, this same energetic na¬ 

ture-provided the necessary material, they would 

not grant th,e Byzantine Greek the freedom necessary 
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to the complete expression of Ms aesthetic ideals* 

Ihey had ideals of their own quite foreign to the 

Byzantine, and whan they employed him to construct 

a building for their use, they demanded that these 

ideals should be embodied in the finished structure* 

She effect of this restriction we have seen quite 

clearly in these Byzantine monuments of Italy, 

Sicily, and France that we have already examined. 

But in Yenice the situation was reversed. 2ha 

complete immersion of her artistic loves into this 

Eastern art, with an unreserved placement of her 

wealth, power, and vigour at the disposal of the By¬ 

zantine architect and artist, allow him the free 

field of operation that should bring forth the 

greatest that was in him. How absent is that en¬ 

slavement of art to the arbitrary ends of an auto¬ 

crat io court. 

As it stands today, S, Mark's, built over the 

ruins of an old church of the same name, is based 

on the Greek-cross plan with domes over the four 

arms and the crossing. According to records, this 

form \ms adopted from Justinian's Ohuroh of the 
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Holy Apostles in Constantinople, still standing in 

the eleventh century. Aisles, placed, on either side 

of the domes and within the arms, pierce the great 

piers of the orossing, and are separated from the 

nave and transepts by arcades resting on columns 

with excellently sculptured capitals# She gallery 

above is, as at S, Irene, left open# She domes 

pierced by small windows at their base, rest on 

spherical penclentives and on buttressing barrel 

vaults, the latter effectively separating the arras 

from the orossing# 2he whole is a well worked oat 

scheme of thrusts and e ounter-* thrusts which gives 

the structure its unquestionable stability* Added 

in the next century, an elaborate outer narthex 

surrounds the western arm, while the eastern arm 

is extended by a large central apse and two small 

side apses# 

Most remarkable is the unearthly beauty of the 

interior mosaios which seem to flow over the entire 

Inner surface, covering everything that lay in their 

path# It is here that we see the Bysantin© at his 

greatest, for it Is here for the first time that 
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he was given full freedom in the expression of the 

medium. Ho arch rings, oornioes, or panel mouldings 

are allowed to break through the homogeneoiE oover- 

ing* Only the oolumns and capitals are present as 

evidences of deliberately out forms, and even in 

them this characteristic is consciously subordinate: 

the oolumns, like the marble panelling of the base, 

with their luscious colours, and the capitals with 

the richness of their detailed carving* All other 

elements of the interior are built in softly modelled 

curves and blunted edges, the whole, as Phillips 

implies,* seemingly more a matter of excavation 

than of construction. 

It is here that the Eastern love of sumptuous 

colour receive its most brillimt expression* 2he 

ideal medium of mosaic sets forth the gorgeous rich¬ 

ness of designs in blue and orimson against the 

soft diffusing glow of a golden background, Tihile 

the gently modelled surfaces of the domes, vaults, 

and piers allow a sensuous and mystical play of 

light in the dim Interior, resplendent in its 

*fform and Colour. 84* 
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brlllianoy, on the protrusions and dying away into 

deep shadow in the cavernous recessions. 

On the exterior we find a riehness equal in 

degree only* It has none of the unity and expressive 

quality of the interior* She original semi-Byzantine 

faoade took the same general form and divisions as 

the one we see tod^r* but without its enrichment in 

sculpture* precious marble, and mosaics* She two 

stages of the facade, divided by a stone balustrade* 

show a naive attempt to express the vaults of the 

interior through the use of broad arohes thrown 

across the bays and resting on clustered columns* 

At the lower level the area enclosed by each Of 

these arches is recessed in a semicircle or with 

a straight back* She entrance is marked by a greater 

breadth and height of the bay, further enrichment 

of the arch rings with elaborated sculpture* and 

a larger number of clustered columns* Ihese Columns 

on the first stage are arranged in double tiers for 

a greater decorative effect'.and possibly for a 

better sense of absolute scale* Above the dividing 

balustrade the arohes are composed in a gradation 
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of else from the larger central unit outward* Orig¬ 

inally their round form was silhouetted against the 

sky, but thirteenth and fourteenth oentury additions 

have capped these gables with splendid riotous 

orockettings# In between, over the double columns, 

rise Oothic finlals which, together with the figures 

orowning the gables and the crocketting above men¬ 

tioned give the facade an extreme richness of sil¬ 

houette* She tall metal domes that fill in the 

background are likewise later additions* She mo¬ 

saics in the lunettes of the arches, the variegated 

marble columns and facings, and the elaborate sjulp- 

ture scattered over the whole surface produce an 

effect of a sumptuous polychrome decoration on 

the facade distinctly flavoured with the Bast and 

effectively telling the story of the sensuous color 

art within, 2o one can question the magnificence 

of. its splendour* 

that does lend itself to criticism is the total 

absence of any intelligent organization. She facade 

lacks the unity of its richness that the interior 

so happily achieves. She latter is one harmonious 
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whole while the former is no more than a splendid 

fumble* But far more derogatory is the utter 

lack of struotural expression* Erua, we have 

noted the preeenoe of the Byzantine practice of 

expressing the vaults by exterior arches on their 

face, but, occurring at the narthex as they do, 

they give no hint of the form of the main body 

of the building* Bather than the Greek-oross they 

suggest a five-aisle longitudinal plan* Ehere is 

present a great deal of the character of the Baro¬ 

que facade of a Jesuit church* In the original 

scheme, the low domes were utterly hidden, and even 

the false ones subsequently added form little more 

than a complicated background pattern* 

It is then in the structural schemes employed 

that we see the essential difference between this 

great monument and S* Sophia* In the latter the 

arms of the cross are subordinate to the inner 

square* It is a centralised structure with a 

mighty dome crowning and predominating all the 

other elements which cluster about it* la S# 

Marks the arms take on an importance equal to that 
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of the crossing, and in its five almost Identical 

domes, there is no one eminent part to unify and 

define a purpose of the whole* As Phillips has 

explained,* form, in S* Markus, is subordinated to 

use as an adequate field for mosaic treatment* fhe 

numerous and low domes are ideally designed for 

mosaio covering* iven light is in a large part 

excluded to give the colour of the interior a better 

opportunity to express its depth and subtlety* But 

light is essential to a clear definition of form* 

We find a brilliant use of it in the Interior of 

S* Sophia* Here there are no monotonous repetition 

of forms, but an intelligent build-up toward a cen¬ 

tral motive and a wel 1-artioulated spatial content* 

And on the exterior as wall, though considerably 

confused, the importance of this central motive is 

not ignored or lost* 

¥enice did not long remain faithful to the 

style she had adopted* Gothic influence entered 

and mingled with the Byzantine in her palace fa¬ 

cades, and the dawn of the sixteenth century saw an 

abrupt change to the revived classic traditions of 

*form and Color. 
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the Benaissanoe* Yet that element of the Bast that 

seemed to be an Indigenous part of her nature re* 

mained to give all the architecture and art of Venice 

a peculiar character that set it apart from that of 

all other Italian oities and of ?/estem Sorope as 

well. 

Shore are yet other countries in the eastern 

portion of the continent where the Byzantine style 

failed to make an appearance until late in its his* 

tory, though when onoe established remained as the 

determining factor in the architecture of the coun¬ 

try until the present* or at least until it was 

blotted out by sane factor other than the mere 

appearanoe of another style* 

Serbia arose as a nation aid enjoyed a period 

of wealth and prosperity for about two and a half 

centuries until its final absorption In the Ottoman 

empire in 1459* During this time a number of beau¬ 

tiful churches were erected through royal patronage 

and the generousity of the powerful nobles* 

Serbian exteriors present a striking contrast 

with all that we have noted as typioal of Armenian 
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design* She profusion of pattern work on Serbian 

facades is so great that one cannot hut suppose 

them to hare arisen put of a more intimate contact 

with the East* She churches of lesnovo and lasaritsa 

will illustrate this characteristic* Patterning in 

brick and stone and tile, together with horizontal 

handing in strongly contrasting brick and stone 

literally coyer the entire wall surfaces and give 

the two churches, particularly lazaritza, a rich 

polychrome character# She walls are plentifully 

panelled with round-headed niches, used in purely 

decorative sense as against an occasional more ex¬ 

pressive purpose in Constantinople, that is to in¬ 

dicate the vault behind# 

likewise outstanding is the further importance 

attached to the central dome-tower, following out 

of a tendency to lessen the breadth and emphasise 

the height of the structure* She Church of Manasiya 

is a more extreme example of this phase, where the 

popular intricate surface decoration Was abandoned 

toward a more direct means of accomplishing this 

vertical accent* lines of the desired nature were 
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provided in the tall slender shafts imposed on the 

walls in the blind arcadlng* Shis church well illus¬ 

trates the contrast existing between the Byzantine 

architecture of Serbia and that of Greece and Con¬ 

stantinople* In the former the dome gathers the 

clustering elements of the structure around it, 

whereas in the latter it abandons them and rises 

to an irrelative height* In effect the prominence 

resides not so much in the dome itself as in the 

elongated drum* 

though more directly Influenced by the archi¬ 

tecture of Constantinople* Bulgaria started on 

the same road toward copious brick ornamentation 

as did Serbia# She cross-in-square church of 3* 

Clement (1295) well illustrates this phase* Here, 

however, the decorative treatment is far more 

handsome* She glare of the severe contrasts of 

tones is not present as at Bazaritea, and the de¬ 

lightful patterns are formed in bands tastefully 

arranged to produce a rich but undisturbing sur¬ 

face texture over the walls without impairing 

their apparent solidity* Saw-tooth courses give 
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rich accents In light and shadow around the arches 

and along the cornices* 

With the advent of Turkish rule, the Christians 

were required to simplify their church exteriors 

in order to render them less imposing in the presence 

of another and different faith* Shis resulted in 

the abandonment of the ornamental profusion and 

any prominent exterior expression of the dome* 

Boumanian architectural his tory evinces a be¬ 

ginning with Byzantine and a progressive absorption 

of Gothic features* Host illustrative are the 

churches of Moldavia* She facades are gayly, though 

rather naively, decorated with coloured brick and 

plaques carved with fantastic monsters* later a 

unique and essentially beautiful external aspect 

was attained through the use of colourful frescoes 

executed in the 3ysantlne manner* Gothic features 

appear in steep roofs over the central towers, 

doors recessed in Gothic orders, pointed windows, 

and stepped buttresses* 

Bussiaa architecture, though a manifestation 
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of the Byzantine in a restricted sense and worthy 

of individual study for its own native value* 

bears little relation to our thesis* A qulok* 

general survey of this field will suffice* Failure 

to develop a great style of its own is readily ex¬ 

plainable in a diffusion of population and difficulty 

of communication between urban centers, an adoption 

of the Greek ohuroh,with a consequent Isolation 

from the general stream of cultural evolution run¬ 

ning throughout Western Catholic Europe* and dis¬ 

turbing influences within the nation which saw the 

rise of an architectural center immediately followed 

by a destruction and abandonment of it* later* 

the Eusstan Ohuroh itself hindered any free and 

natural development through a hostility to new in¬ 

digenously developed features* Shis was climaxed 

finally by Peter the Greats prohibiting the erec¬ 

tion of any stone structures outside of St* Peters¬ 

burg, which center he built up as a superficial 

Imitation of a West European city* And so nowhere 

does that steady* uninterrupted development, trace¬ 

able in most western countries* have a counterpart 
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in Russian architectural history* Monuments of 

all periods arc not widely spread over the nation* 

Rather one sees in restricted areas and for brief 

periods outbursts of building activity, only to 

be succeeded by long periods of decay* 

She earliest oenter of culture was the prin¬ 

cipality of liev where the typical Byzantine ar¬ 

chitecture of Constantinople was largely adopted 

upon the advent of Christianity in that district 

(late tenth century)* From here it spread to Nov¬ 

gorod and Vladimir* During the fourteenth and 

fifteenth centuries, a new period of building, 

centered at Moscow, developed a truly national and 

original style, compounded of various elements but 

rooted in the Byzantine tradition of Constantinople, 

much modified by the school at Vladimir* and the 

wooden tradition of north Russia which gave it its 

most distinct characteristics* 2!he sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries saw a more wide-spread accep¬ 

tance of this style* 

$he buildings are characteristically small, 

being the products of individual endeavour and per- 
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sonal competition rather than of cooperative 

community effort* Picturesque grouping became 

oommon with a resulting clustering of many towers 

and cupolas along the Interesting sky-line of 

each city* Directly from the Byzantine they took 

their orthodox plan—the oross-in-square type— 

from which they never departed* fhe four addi¬ 

tional domes, when used, were placed over the 

angle-chambers* 2he Russians, like the Serbians, 

tended to accentuate the vertical dimension of 

their churches, raising them to far greater pro¬ 

portionate heights than those of the Bysantlne 

style proper* Bell towers were introduced in 

the same spirit* Again varying from the Byzan¬ 

tine ideal, obscure interiors were suppressed to 

a concentration of interest on exterior effect, 

fheir choice governed largely by a scarcity of 

proper materials, the Russians abandoned mosaics 

for fresco and stone for briok, which they covered 

with plaster and lavishly colored externally as 

well as internally* Small windows and large wall 

areas were inherited from Byzantine traditions and 

preserved by climatic conditions* Ornament was 
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diffused over wide surfaces without any intelli¬ 

gent concentration for sake of emphasis# Shat 

characteristic feature, the bulbous "onion" dome 

is a native areation, adopted first in the twelfth 

century buildings of Novgorod, mid possibly arising 

out of a desire to emphasise the essentially ourved 

nature of the form* relatively unapparent in a 

simple hemisphere at any reasonable height# 

We have seen the difficulties that prevented 

Bussia^ development of a coherent style, but a 

feeling for the weird, the fantastic, the eccen¬ 

tric that the buildings stir up in the average 

person is not explainable in these terms alone# 

She architecture is the fruit of a different type 

of mind with a different set of principles# It 

suggests a flavor of the 3ast# Srue, the Bysan- 

tine architect had drunk deeply of Hastera ideas, 

but he had never lost sight of that reasoned qual¬ 

ity so firmly implanted in the Western mind that 

Insisted on clarity and logic of formal expression# 

He had accepted the sumptuous colour of the Hast, 

cbut had organised its principles into an intelli- 
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gible system, quit a foreign to Sastem practice. 

2his capacity of the Intellect the Busaian seems 

to have lost# What he did retain of the Bysantine 

style he used in a purely superficial manner. Bx- 

pression of the croso-in-square plan was obscured 

in the final product* She dome no longer formed 

such an intimate part of the structure* Instead, 

Bussla seems to hare retorted to the Bastern manner 

of formal express! on—as Phillip? terras it, "a 

decorative use of foim,,s|~*as well as retaining the 

Bastern love , of colour* I’lras we see "monstrous 

protuberances and excrescences, surfaces that rot 

with ornament, indeterminate sculpture that ramifies 

and spawns in every corner, eating the stone, moth¬ 

like, to rags and tatters*"** llo logical relation 
v;‘' 

between structure and ornament and no intelligent 

organisation of either, no "pursuit of a well-con¬ 

ceived end" is apparent in Bussisn architecture* 

Gould we then expect the Western mind, accustomed 

to a functional use of form and a discriminating 

*form and Colour* 
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use of decoration, to understand and accept prin¬ 

ciples so foreign to it ao those of the Sast? 

Should we wonder that the churches strike us as 

strange and Inoomphrehensible? 

We hare thus gone throagh a general history 

of the Sysantine architecture without finding a 

solution of what we are seeking--an appropriate 

expression of the magnificent interior and the 

logical structure in facade design* 8* Sophia 

provided the centralised scheme but did not reach 

perfection in the ordering of its masses* and 

utterly failing as to a proper solution of window 

design* Moreover* not even a feeble attempt mm 

made to express the splendour and oolour of the 

interior decoration* 8* Mark’s on the other hand 

neglected making sc much as a pretense at structural 

definition* 2he contribution of this monument was 

an enrichment of the facade that might x-eflact the 

magnificence of its mosaic-covered interior* It 

was only in the smaller edifices that we found any 

combination of the two expressions, though none of 

them Quite adequate and obviously unfitted for 
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reproduction at an appropriately large scale# 

And now# before offering our own suggestions 

for a solution such as we are seeking# let us 

turn to an examination of certain attempts such 

as were made in the nineteenth century when the 

fienaiesanoe had grown cold and architects were 

engaged in rerivals of all so rt s, in imitative 

and ecleotic practices# and some in search of new 

ideas# Attempts to adapt as well as adopt* to 

"modernize” the various historic styles were 

everywhere evident* though, for the large part, 

utter failures as regards any valuable contri** 

button to architecture, some offered at least 

In part logical end appropriate solutions of 

the problems with which they were faced* What 

concerns us is that some of these were in the 

Byzantine style* 

During this period in architectural history 

when buildings wore for the large part designed 

in whatever style happened to be in vogue or 

please the fancy of the architect or his client# 
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it is no more logical that we look to France, the 

cultural and fashion center of the world in that 

age, for the initial impulse leading to a revived 

interest in Byzantine architecture and to attempts 

to adapt its principles to modern usage* Host in¬ 

fluential in this respect was the famous Soole des 

Beaux-Arts. Its designs were, of course, of a theo¬ 

retical nature with no opportunity for practical 

application, hut the solutions of this school were 

often looked to when such an opportunity presented 

itself* It was, after all, the training school for 

the architects of France (and later other countries 

as well*) 

In the competitions for the Grand Priz de Rome, 

offered by the school, the vivid interest in Byzan¬ 

tine traditions is early evidenced in M* ItQclero,s 

design for a Calvary (1868)* On the church accom¬ 

panying the group and the arcades connecting its 

parts is evident a consistent application of the 

Frenchman's idea of Byzantine detail—the stilted 

arches of the window openings, the ovoid domes that 

we noticed at Perigueux capping the western 
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buttresses, miniature corbelled arasding, alterna¬ 

ting brick and stone voussoirs, and occasional 

spots of surface patterning. Sven the great tower 

and spire over the west front, so foreign to Byzan¬ 

tine usage, is yet Byzantine in its ornament* She 

great rose window set in the nave and transept ends, 

though without historical precedent, are quite in 

harmony with the surrounding detail. 3Jhe plan and 

structure are as yet essentially Romanesque* 

Bess pronounced are the Byzantine traits of H* 

Dauphin’s cathedral design submitted in 1878* 

though evident in horizontal banding in two mater¬ 

ials and a certain amount of pattern work, there 

is considerably more intermingling of Romanesque 

forms, with a purely Renaissance dome and a Grot hie 

floor plan. Of like nature is M, Blavette’s entry 

in the same competition* Here the conical domes 

are again reverted to for use on the west front 

towers, though the great dome over the crossing re¬ 

tains its Renaissance traits with ribs springing 

from buttresses on the drum* £here is considerable 

feeling for the Byzantine in the design of the win- 
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dow openings* even around the central drum* and 

the Breading on the interior around the three apses 

radiating from the crossing is distinctly in the 

maimer of the style* 

It was not until 1897 that Byzantine elements 

again appeared in the designs submitted in thb 

schools competitions* K« Buquesne’s votive church 

is a strange conglomeration of the characteristics 

of three styles* composed of a Gothic shrine adja¬ 

cent to the main structure and a direct end obvious 

copy of Brunelleschi^ cathedral dome in Florence* 

Byzantine influence is evident particularly in the 

entrance bay, recalling S* 15ark’s in its multiple 

columns and colourful enrichment of the arch rings 

and lunette in mosaics and variegated marble* She 

typical manner in which the French employ the arched 

order under a low gable lined with a dentil-coursed 

cornice distinctly suggest the Eastern style* though 

no prototype can readily be discovered* Horizontal 

banding again appears* in this instance confined to 

the base courses* She plan is centralised under 

the dome with only slight projections beyond the 
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Greek cross in the form of a narthex ana apse. 

Byaantine characteristics were seldom con¬ 

sidered appropriate for other than religious ed¬ 

ifices, for a perusal of the remaining competi¬ 

tions, most of which were of a purely secular 

character, will fail to disclose any evidence of 

the style* Ehis seemed generally true of the ar¬ 

chitecture in both its historical and ecclectio 

phrases* Few of the older monuments remain to tes 

tify of any pronounced, or at least noteworthy, 

application to the more immediate needs of man¬ 

kind* 2he tradition, once established, was strict 

ly adhered to during the period of its revival* 

Most remarkable of all French designs in the 

Byaantine manner and particularly of those ac¬ 

tually constructed, is the great Church of the 

Sacre-Ooeur, built by the architect Paul Abadie* 

though begun in 1876, the building was not conse¬ 

crated until 1919* 

ffha main body of the plan represents a rever¬ 

sion to the oross-in-square of the old orthodox 

plan, with a large central dome, buttressing 
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barrel vaults over the four arms. and smaller 

domes over the angle chambers* Added to the east 

end is the typical French ohevet* adopted, from 

Gothic usage* She narthex is confined to the 

width of the nave and represents an elongation of 

it in facade* Beyond this is a much low or entrance 

porch* 

On the exterior the central ashlar-covered 

ovoid dome with its crowning finial, adopted 

with little change from the dome type of 3* Front 

at Feriguoux, is raised on an unusually high 

drum encircled by a series of round-headed win¬ 

dows Just above its base and by a miniature ar¬ 

cade below the base of. the dome* She two stages 

are divided by a heavy encircling cornice* the 

projection supported by large modillions more 

in the manner of the Eenaiseanoe than of the By** 

a anting* She four smaller domes are externally 

exact copies of the central unit* though their 

supporting drum is not as elongated and is octa¬ 

gonal in plan* Biers are carried up at the 

angles with corbelled arcades forming the oor- 
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nice between them* Over the central chapel radia¬ 

ting from the chevet is a tower carris d to the 

full height of the central dome and capped by a 

conical roof supporting a finial# As no have rioted 

the narthex is expressed in the nest faoado at the 

height of the nave vaults, though no suggestion 

of the aria or even the existence of these interior 

vaults Is made# She aria is capped by a pedimented 

gable flanked by raised buttresses with domical 

heads# She area below the pediment is divided in¬ 

to three bays in receding round arches, the central 

bay projected and raised in another story above the 

crown of the pediment by a figure-filled oanopy* 

She site is a most impressive one. Placed on 

the very orest of Lloxitmarine, the church, with its 

great height arid its homogeneous covering of white 

stone, overlooks Paris with all the aspect of a 

guardian angel# Its approach is likewise impressive 

with long flights of steps in a series of stages 

up the steeply ascending slope# We are left without 

a doubt as to the desirability and appropriateness 

of the site for this central-type church—central* 
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that is* if we can ignore the ©astern addition 

with its obtrusive tower* 

2he pyramidical form of the structure is en- 

hsnoed by the receding stages of the triple-arched 

entrance porch, the gabled narthex, and finally 

the crowning dome, but is considerably confused 

by the towering domes over the angle chambers* 

Sverywhere, particularly on the west facade, the 

masses are so broken and complicated with buttresses, 

cornices, pinnacles, and the like that they lose 

the greater part of their monumental character and 

fail to achieve that simplicity of expression 

which should characterize the style* 

One thing with which we must credit the archi¬ 

tect is his cleverness in both meeting the demand 

of the Western Ohurch for a long nave and retain¬ 

ing a design that is essentially of the central 

type—at least if viewed from the front* Xet this 

is not the solution which we are seeking. Hot 

only does it lack colour and simplicity of mass, 

but a directness and clarity of expression are 

absent as well* 
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Other attempts were made in France to build 

in the Byzantine maimer, though generally on a 

smaller scale# She church of the Salnt-Esprll 

(1955) shows a conscious imitation of the Bare of 

S* Sophia with its great central square and east 

and west semi-circular arms, pierced by exedrae* 

In place of barrel vaults, shallow semi-domes 

buttress the sides of the central cupola# In an 

attempt to further enhance the aerial quality of 

the crowning dome, the architect has almost ob¬ 

literated any sense of support between the windows 

of the encircling band* Interior decorations are 

inferior, and the exterior, faced with brick and 

occasional figure sculpture and crowned by a cen¬ 

tral tower, is unworthy of consideration# 

Another small church St# Dominic {1921), re¬ 

flects the centralized unit of Saore-Ooeur with 

domes over the crossing and the four angle chambers* 

She interior design is utterly crude, but the ex¬ 

terior rather clearly expresses the structure of 

the church* She angle chambers are lowered and 

their domes subordinated* She roofs of the arms 
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follow the contour of the slightly pointed barrel 

vaults within, and the central dome is raised to a 

position of proper importance* But this is as far 

as the merit of the ohuroh goes# Sxfcerior decora¬ 

tion is definitely inferior and ill-adapted# 

2he Soman Catholic cathedral at Westminister, 

Bondon, illustrates the unhappy results that in¬ 

variably arise out of attempts to adapt Byzantine 

construction too closely to the needs of a Gothic 

plan# She structure was begun in 1894* following 

the plans and under the supervision of John Francis 

Bentley# fhe ohoioe of the Byzantine style among 

such a wealth of Gothle tradition was more than 

likely due to a desire of the Oatholio congregation 

for a visible manifestation of its independence 

of the Protestantism that surrounded It# 

fhe plan Is,formed on a long axis, with four 

domes on square bays along its length, two over 

the nave proper, one over the crossing, and one 

over the sanctuary# In place of the customary 

single barrel-vault buttresses on each face of the 

dome, the bays over the aisles are divided between 
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two suoh vaults for the professed purpose of pro¬ 

viding pier abutment at the critical point of tan- 

genoy of the dome with the square* At a lower 

level the divisions are further increased by ar¬ 

cades on columns screening the aisle from the 

nave, while the gallery above is left open, as in 

5* Mark’s, Venice, She long axis of the church 

terminates in a narthex and entrance porch at the 

west and in a semi-circular apse at the east* 

She interior of the ohuroh has, in a large 

part, been patterned after that of the Venetian 

church, though as yet lacking the mosaic covering 

on anything more than the two chapels on either 

side of the sanctuary* But these small areas 

are sufficient to show the utter futility of an 

attempt on the part of a Westerner to assimilate 

and apply the Eastern ideas of colour design* 

She colours either clash or laok the proper con¬ 

trast* Share is none of the subtle arrangement 

for sensuous effect* She at present barren nave 

is pleasingly impressive in plain brick piers 

and arches and eonorete domes* 
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It Is the exterior that is far removes from 

Byzantine design* It is hardly more than an 

application of Byzantine motifs to a tody of Sothio 

form* Ihe four domes* only two-thirds of a hemis¬ 

phere inside, are given no further height outside, 

and so are not at all apparent above the parapet 

surrounding the nave# 3!he west facade, though 

fully as oomplioated by superfluous forms as that 

of Saore-Coeur la Baris, is more pleasingly com¬ 

posed# Ihe entrance is recessed in an enormously 

broad and deep set of arch rings, much as Homanes- 

que portals# though surrounded by incongruous 

treatment, the feature is impressive in its sturdy 

strength# Eising in two successive stages above 

the porch through a need of clerestory lighting 

are the narthex and the nave walls, the former 

with three window bays and the latter with one 

great arch,divided by two vertical mullions and 

filled with geometrical terra-cotta tracery# In 

each case the Interior vaults are expressively de¬ 

fined an the facade, a method that the architect 

has consciously practiced throughout the exterior 
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with the obvious 02:0 opt ion of the domes. 
■ . > ’ 

Oommonly used in- the design are turrets 

arising from buttresses or placed- over stair* 

wells, the latter generally, (many-sided in plan 

and roofed with domes* Inconsistency is to be 

noticed in the twin gables over, the doubled barrel 

vaults of each transept among forma otherwise 

either square or domical* Furthermore, the.towers 

flanking these gables are of square section topped 

by pyramidical roofs* She campanile placed to the 

left in the west facade is impressive in its height 

but ill-proportioned in its extreme slenderness* 
1 

We- have noticed before the unsatisfactory results 

that arise out of the use of a tower of any kind 

in conjunction v?ith a done, but since the latter 

form is unapparent in structure, the campanile 

cannot be criticised in this light* Still, even 

here, when there are no such objections. Its 

poorly designed proportions deny it a proper place 

with the sturdier structure beside it* 

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about the 

structure is Bentley*s unsuccessful attempt to 
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us 8 the horizontal banding in stone In a field 

of pink brick tjJiat we found characteristic • of 

the la tor churches of the Byzantine ago* Ho re¬ 

versed the normal procedure by giving, the broader 

dimension to the ■ brink*. Ilia result is a glaring 

contrast, more pronounced, lion aver, in phot ographs 

than in the building itself* Moreover, he uses 

this treatment indiscriminately oyer the entire 

structure, without an allotment of certain portions 

of the wall space to coverings of brick patterning 

and simple stone facing, as well as the banding in 

the combined materials, as was customary in the 

more refined Byzantine facade design* . Combined 

with the existing confusion In the complicated 

arrangement of the forms themselves and the lack 

Of a central feature to which all subordinate parts 

might be related, this robs the cathedral of any 

true Byzantine feeling and suggests an inability 

or unwillingness on the part of the architect to 

probe beyond the mere superficial aspects of the 

style* 

Without doubt the pleasing warmth of colour 
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that resides the abundantly used brick is superior 

In of foot and expression to the. cold white stone 

of the Sacre-Goour, bub the latter*©, obvious delin¬ 

eation of a centralised structure makes the French 

church wore typically Sysantine and provides' a 

closer approach to a proper expression of the 

ideals of the style* One should realise that noth¬ 

ing truly By aantine can result out of an attempt 

to adapt the. style's characteristic .’forms to the 

basilican plan required by the Western Church; no 

truth and beauty of expression can rise out of a 

compromise* 

Of the competitive designs submitted for the 

Cathedral of St* John the Divine, in Hew York, 

(1891), that of W*H* Wood was based in part on 

Bysantlne elements* !The architect himself acknow¬ 

ledged an eclectic approach,* advancing the theory 

that , wl th the importance of the structure and the 

nature of the site, a crowning dome tower of immense 

proportions was a most appropriate feature, and 

that the plastic nature of Gothic allowed the in- 

^American Architect and Building Mews* May 9, 1891, 
P*81* 
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troduqtlon of charao ter istios of another style* 

Tlie dome wa3 raised to a tremendous height by an 

octagonal tower, placed over the Grossing and em¬ 

bellished with turrets of all sorts* The transi¬ 

tion between the tvjo units was by a sex’ias of 

miniature .arcades in suaeessive stages* The height 

vias further increased through the use of a Gothic 

finial atop the dome* Thou# occasional detail 

is of Byzantine precedent, there is no single part 

that is employed with any more than a superficial 

relation to its original usage* heedless to say, 

this design was not selected for execution, being 

too foreign to -American taste* Sven the winning de 

sign, that of Heins and Bafarge, was eventually 

shorn of all that did not distinctly flavor of Ro¬ 

manesque or Gothic and was remodelled by Gram and 

Ferguson years later* 

Far more refined and intelligent is Bertram 

Goodhuefs use of design elements taken from Byzan¬ 

tine architecture in his Church of 3* Bartholomew, 

lew York, rebuilt with a retention of the famous 

Romanesque portals of the original structure* 
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Characteristic of this great architect, there is 

nothing imitative in his method# He designs rather 

in the spirit of the styles in which he works# Most 

successful Is his adoption of a scheme of gradation 

in the tvio materials of stone and brick, the former 

more abundantly used at the base of the building to 

achieve a feeling of strength and stability and the 

latter for more colour and loss weight in the upper 

portions, while the two in combination give the walls 

a decided interest of texture and tons* though • 

suggestive of Romanesque in its general character, the 

church contains muoh of the Byzantine in the broad 

conception of its masses and openings* In the tran¬ 

septs are large handsome rose windows appropriate to 

either style, and in the great arch of the west fa¬ 

cade are a series of slender round arched windows 

with tracery in the lunetted above, a unit that 

might well be retained in a church of purely Byaan- 

tine character# Inside, the crossing is covered 

with a dome on pendentives, though unexpressed on 

the exterior by more than a low tower# Ihe barrel 

vault of the nave is pierced by transverse vaults 
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over the aisle bays, providing proper illumina¬ 

tion from the side windows in the oharaoteristic 

Byzantine manner without need of a clerestory for 

the purpose* 

An outstanding American monument* Based more 

completely on Byaantine principles* Is the lational 

Shrine of fcihe Immaculate Conception at Washington, 

2>*G* 2he professed purpose of the architects, 

Haginnis and Walsh, was to give the style a modern 

treatment without limiting themselves to any restric¬ 

tions that might he imposed by an archeological 

approach* Begun in the last decade, the shrine has 

not as yet been entirely completed* 

3?he plan* as we might expect is still essentially 

that of the medieval Gothic church* Sfwo domed bays 

form the nave proper, with one apiece assigned to 

the presbytry and the sanctuary* Harrow aisles 

occur on either side, but end at the crossing which 

is broadened out to include them in the span of its 

much larger dome* fhe strongly defined transepts 

are covered with barrel vaults forming buttresses 

for the central cupola* Tm aisle bays, after the 
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manner of S* Hark*s, are separated from the nave 

by a series of five arches on inner columns and 

outer piers, while the gallery above is left 

open beneath the shallow barrel vaults, spanning 

between the great piers of the nave* She interior 

presents the same beautiful vista along its main 

axis as does S* Mark*® and Westminster Cathedral, 

though the mosaic decorations proposed will have 

more of the restrained character of those of S* 

Sophia, instead of allowing them to obliterate my 

crisp olarlty of formal delineation as they do on 

the interior of the Venetian church* 

She exterior is characterised by the utter 

simplicity and frankness of its design* Bather 

than emphasise the low domes of the nave, presby- 

try, and sanctuary, by raising a false shell above 

them or by hiding them behind a parapet wall as 

was done at Westminster Cathedral, they are con¬ 

fined beneath a single low-pitched roof expressed 

in west facade by a simple gable and over the semi¬ 

circular apse of the east end in the manner of the 

French ohevet* Unity is achieved through a repeti- 
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tion of the gabled form at the two transepts* 

She facades of these armsare kept simple relative 

to the' front end which is enriched in form by an 

arched recession, adequately expressing the vault 

behind, At all three points a handsome rose win¬ 

dow is employed in the lunette cfths vault, pro¬ 

viding for the first time a fully appropriate 

window treatment of these great arohed hays* She 

form used at the London cathedral was undoubtedly 

adequate''but definitely lashing In any beiiSplf^^ 

design*; though we should like to see a single 

great portal, the three arohed bays of tie entrance 

porch, OGouring at the front and two transepts, 

form a pleasing unit in themselves* She wall above 

the openings terminates in a horizontal line to pre¬ 

vent any Infringement on the interest of the facade 
' • ' .t 

above* She gallery level is expressed by a series 

of small round"headed triple light windows in three 

groups, refleotling the entrance portals Just below* 

Along the side walls above the proieoting chapels, 

the bays formed by the buttressing barrel vaults 
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are given the simplest passible form,, their 

roofs following the .aoutour of the vaults be¬ 

neath and the three windows of each groupedwith 

the central one broader and higher to‘more effec¬ 

tively compose beneath the curve of the roof# As 

we hno« this latter form had extensive use in Bysan- 

tiae times and is by no means an improper treatment* 

While we feel that the rose window is a far more 

brilliant solution,a repeated use of it in all 

these b^ys might very well produce an unpleasant 

monotony* 

She central dome,is raised to its proper position 

of prorainenoe by a drum* and yet not so far removed 

from its buttressing faults* She drum, decagonal 

on the exterior, is pierced in each face by a group 

of three arched windows and capped by a cornice 

of but slight projection* She dome is covered with 

mosaic patterning at an appropriate scale* Shus we 

see what enrichment there is concentrated at points 

of intereati colour and flat pattern deopration on 

the crowning onpole, and a rose window surrounded 

by restrained bits of sculptural ornament on the 
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west facade and In a lesser degree on the outer 

faces of the transepts» 

One feels that here, in spite of thealogated 

east and west ends, is the nearest approach to the 

ideal solution of the Byzantine exterior design that 

has been made to the present day* Oould we reduce 

the length of these arras to that of the transepts, 

and by all means eliminate the disturbingly slender 

campanile that accompanies the building* It is 

easily conceivable that the resulting pile would 

meet all the requirements me might impose--‘except 

that wanatlv of colour lacking in its uniform stone 

finish* It may be that a prejudice for a more 

modem conception of form in simple monumental 

masses forms too large a part of the basis of 

this criticism* but vie cannot deny the structure 

a fitting place in modern architecture* ; 

We have noticed frequent attempts* particular¬ 

ly in the revived phrase of the style* at a com¬ 

bined use of the dome and the tower, but none of 

them successful* l’his can hardly be, for the nor- 
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mol tend ency is for each to lessen the effect Ire* 

ness of the other* She tower exaggerates the 

squatness of the dome, which in turn destroys any 

strength of line the tower might have, and weaken** 

ing its apparent stability* Her can any compro¬ 

mise be reached between the two forms, such as 

making the dome less squat and the tower less 

slender, for each implies—in fact demands--* a 

position as the center of interest* and two cen¬ 

ters of interest of course are irreoonoliable to 

any unity of design* She nearest approach to a 

successful combination was at S* Sophia* where 

towels are mere bounding minarets isolated with 

no pretense made at composing them in the major 

structure with the dome* 

Possibly the most successful modern adaptation 

of the Byzantine to secular architecture is to be 

found right here on the Rios Institute oampus* Exe¬ 

cuted according to the designs of the firm of Oram 

and Ferguson with Win. Ward fatkin, present Pro¬ 

cessor of Architecture at the Institute, acting as 
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an associate* the buildings exhibit a quality of 

colour and breadth of line that most admirably 

befits their use in the brilliant sunshine and 

broad plains of the locality# An interesting 

variety without loss of harmony is achieved 

through the introduction of features from lorn** 

bard Bomsnesque in conjunction with, the Bysan- 

tine element* She inadaptability of a purely 

Eastern structural system is frankly admitted 

and functional modern construction substituted* 

file long line of cloisters * all to be grouped 

in courts in the final plan* was probably inspired 

by their frequent use in Bombard architecture and 

most certainly is ideally fitted to climatic con¬ 

ditions where the need is for circulatory units 

providing shelter only from rain and the hot sun* 

Moreover* they provide a brilliant play of light 

and shade over the lower portions of the buildings* 

with a most inviting quality in the cool depth of 

their shadows* Predominant as a decorative fea¬ 

ture is a wide range of handsome brick patterns, 
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often used in conjunction with areas or spots of 

coloured tile or marble. She beautiful pink of 

the brick and the soft white of the stone are com¬ 

bined not so much in a scheme of horizontal banding 

as to accomplish the same sort of gradation of tone 

that we noted in Goodhue^s 3* Bartholomew* 

She Administration Building is the richest of 

the existing structures in colour and form# through 

its center on the main axis of the campus is opened 

a great sallyport surrounded hy a series of appro¬ 

priately carved arch rings in stone# ’Phe facades 

of the building abound in Byzantine motives of all 

sorts# She stone balconies and balustrades and the 

porches of the east front, recessed behind slender 

arcades with stilted heads resting on tall columns, 

recall the charseteristic motifs of Venetian pal¬ 

aces# 

Tm broad, heavy arcades resting on massive 

granite columns, again with a Venetian prototype 

in Doges* Palace, and the delicately coloured mar¬ 

ble shafts imposed on and contrasting with the 
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two stories of brick wall above givo the west 

facade a richness surpassing even that of the 

east front* On the fourth floor of the raised 

central portion is a very handsome series of 

smaller arches on columns screening a deep 

loggia behind# 2he wall immediately abore these 

is cohered with marble panelling in a soft* del¬ 

icate green* 2he building is formally arranged 

in general mass but more interestingly varied in 

detail* 

She adjacent Physics Building* more restric¬ 

ted in design because of its position of secon¬ 

dary importance and the more exacting nature of 

its laboratory needs* retains much of the decora¬ 

tive beauty of the main structure* Here the 

arches of the outer face of the first-floor clois¬ 

ter spring from piers* which in turn* determine 

the bays of the window groups above* She bricks 

planted in the Joints of the broader stones add 

colour to the base of the structure# Small stone 

arcading with tile medallions Inserted beneath* 

appears as a decorative motive beneath the projee- 
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ting eaves of the red tile roof¥ adding consid¬ 

erable life within the shadow* In order that the 

skyline might not appear dull along side that of 

the Administration Building, the eaves are broken 

by projecting masses supporting light and delioate 

finials of a distinctly Venetian character* She 

end facade of the attached amphitheatre is a mas¬ 

terpiece in the handling of simple massive solids* 

She Chemistry Building required further sac** 

rifles of the exterior design through its need of 

an abundance of windows* fhese, however, are skill¬ 

fully treated on the facades by grouping two or 

three under a single sneiosing arch, in the manner 

of the Byzantine churches of Athens* fha lunettes 

of these arches are generally filled with pattern¬ 

ing in brick and tile* Bomanesque features are 

more noticeable in the three entrance porches, the 

one leading into the main lecture hall reflects 

the lombard entrance as it occurs in the church of 

a* 2eno at Verona* Tm dominant feature of the 

building is the ventilating shaft designed In the 

form of a late Byzantine dome tower, though with a 
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pyramidical tile roof replacing the domical forme 

She miniature corbelled arcading in stone, Just 

below the save line, rests at intervals on slender 

lombard shafts imposed on the angles of the octagon 

that forms the upper stage. 

3?he Engineering Building is much simpler in 

design* By reason of its height, the central 

smoke stack, designed as a lorth Italian campanile, 

forms an interesting and dominant feature of the 

campus, terminating one of its major cross axes, 

She dormitory group is accented by low towers, 

often with an open loggia in the top story. Cloi¬ 

sters with low broad arches on ample columns or 

piers line the first floors of the buildings. De¬ 

tail is naturally not so elaborate, but is well 

designed and tastefully placed. She red roofs, 

pink brick, grey stucco, white stone, and the blue, 

green, and gold tile, placed around the towers 

for accent, give the buildings a warmth of colour 

that constitutes a large part of their chasm* 

Only a small part of the building group for 

the campus has been completed. Sketches have 
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■been prepared "by the of floe of Cram and Ferguson, 

for a classroom building to go opposite the. 

Physios laboratory and to be built from alumni 

funds* 3?he design is quite similar to that of 

this latter building but with the same interesting 

freedom in variety of detail that characterize 

the present group* 

Of the buildings yet to be constructed* the 

one most nearly akin to the old Byzantine form 

will be the auditorium or oommenoement hall* Ao- 

oording to the sketch (frontispiece) prepared 

by myself under Mr* Watkin's supervision* the 

building will be a central type with a crowning 

dome* She octagon planned for the interior will 

be brought into a square externally through the 

aid of octagonal stair wells placed on the four 

oblique faces* A ninety-foot dome will be placed 

over the central octagon allowing a broad surroun¬ 

ding aisle* 2he entrance porch, corresponding to 

the Byzantine narthex, will be rather high and 

approached by a broad flight of steps* the three 

arched openings in its faoe will be of a size and 
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a design corresponding to tbs sallyport of the 

Administration Building which faces it across 

the aoademic court* A rich polychrome decoration 

in marble, limestone, and brick will coyer the 

facades, especially around the central drum# She 

dome in turn win be embellished in coloured tile 

patterns easily disoernable from the ground and 

of a ricliness appropriate to it as the dominant 

feature* 

She other buildings are designed (or to be . 

designed) with characteristics proper to their use: 

the stadium and gymnasium a bit more modern in their 

broadness of treatment* the students1 union build¬ 

ing and the women1 s dormitory with a more pronounced 

feeling of intimacy, the remainder of the engineer¬ 

ing quadrangle to harmonize with the simplicity of 

the existing structure, and the architecture build¬ 

ing in a slightly more classical manner* 

We hare now completed our survey of Byzantine 

architecture—a survey that has covered many of 

the larger and outstanding monuments of the style, 

a considerable mount of the lesser ones, a more 
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limited number in which elements of the style have 

been merged with those of some other period or coun¬ 

try, and a few modern attempts to recreate in the 

Byzantine manner* X trust you will agree that we 

have discovered no single instance in which the ex¬ 

terior of the building contained at onoe an amount 

and character of colour and dec oration that would 

adequately express the magnificence of the mosaic 

and marble-covered inter!® and a clarity of form* 

unity of composition, and breadth of treatment that 

might fully represent the logically conceived and 

brilliantly executed structural scheme* In other 

words, 10 have seen no single solution of the 

problem we have set for ourselves® It remains for 

us to assimilate those elements of individual build¬ 

ings selected as being definite contributions to¬ 

ward a more appropriate faoade design into a scheme 

of our own® 

Our initial concern is with the dome—the fea¬ 

ture of paramount importance and the hey to the 

whole solution* Once it is given its proper sig¬ 

nificance of position and decoration and the remain- 
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der of the structure related to it, there is no 

need to go farthers ia fact, there is no farther 

to go* 
, ■-% 

First of all structural clarity should he 

preserred# She whole system should build about 

the dome, meeting its needs and no more# She Ho¬ 

man solution as seen in the Pantheon had been the 

circular plan with walls thick enough to take up 

the thrusts of the dome within themselves# Hot 

only was the floor plan uneconomical but there 

was a considerable waste of material as well* 

Moreover, the use of windows in the supporting 

walls—literally the drum—was excluded by reason 

of a consequent weakening of the structure, and 

oonfined to the crown of the dome itself, which, 

If correctly built with each ring self supporting 

{the Homans, however, used concrete),, should in¬ 

volve no structural difficulties# She Byssntine 

solution, on the other hand, placed the dome over 

a square with the transition made by spherical 

pendentivss* Shis scheme was, without doubt, one 

of the most brilliant contributions of all time 
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to the science of architectural construction* As 

in Gothic architecture, it provided structural 

voids in which windows of large area* if desirable, 

sight logically be placed, and a localisation of 

thrusts that permitted a concentration of resisting 

masses and a consequent economy of material# lie 

shall not pause to consider the dome-over^octagon 

combination, for it lacked many of the merits of 

the broader scheme with very few additional advan¬ 

tages* 

In reverse order of construction though,in 

direct sequence of importance, we begin with the 

dome (fig* 1} over a square# The pendentives are 

out from a hemisphere circumscribed about the 

square by the horizontal plane of the base of the 

dome and the vertical planes through the sides of 

the square, the latter sections having the form 

of arches* Barrel vaults are then extended from 

these arches to receive the thrusts of the dome, 

which occur directly at the points of tangency 

and through the pendentives on either side*. How¬ 

ever, the ma^or part of the thrust along eaoh pen- 
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cl entire is concentrated at its lower corner and 

is along a diagonal of the square. 3Jhis-necessi¬ 

tates'the use of piers, of sufficient mass at 

these four points* The piera likewise serve to 

resist the lateral forces of the barrel vaults 

along their (the piers) breadth, hut should- these 

arms extend beyond, additional thicknesses of wall 

in the form of buttresses along this extension 

would be necessary to preserve the equilibriam* 

And so we have, in its simplest form, a perfectly 

sound and balanced Byaantine structural system* 

S* Sophia initiates the use ofpendentives 

and employs the heavy corner pier* The north 

and south barrel vaults are comparatively shallow 

and the great flanking pier buttresses are elcn- 
, % 

gated in such a direction as to receive along 

their outer expanse neither the lateral forces 

of the barrel vaults nor the diagonal thrust of 

the pendentives* What forces are taken up in 

their length are supplied by terminal points of 

east and west half-domes, and are of a magnitude 

quite meager by comparison* In 3« Theodore the 



Tiro, the piers are replaced by insignificant 

columns and the thrusts of the pendentives and 

barrel vaults as well are transferred to the 

outer walls of the angle chambers# Shough un¬ 

doubtedly more characteristic of the style in 

general#: this scheme involves additional units 

that complicate and in part obscure an otherwise 

supremely simple structure* A closer approach 

is in Se Theodosia (Constantinople} when the 

massive piers were retained# though given an un¬ 

warranted irregularity of form# 

Additional elements aid in the determination 

of the interior proportions# Thus the vertical 

dimension of the structure is more or less set 

by the need of at least a one and a half diameter 

height in the arched bays of the vaulted arms to 

avoid a sense of squatness,» (fig* 2}* It is a 

disregard for this limiting principle with the re- 
I 

suiting unpleasant proportions that has subjected 

S# Sophia to a considerable degree of adverse crit¬ 

icism for its interior design# On the other hand, 

S* Marh*s# In utilizing this dimension of one and 
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a half diameters, achieves a far hatter effect, 

eliminating any undue broadness and yet retaining 

a sense of structural solidity* 

ihat primarily concerns us is the external 

treatment of this ideal structural form* Obeying 

the principle of truth of expression, vie elimi¬ 

nate the possibility of the use of a false outer 

dome to give the feature a greater elevation* 

i'hough widely accepted and generally quite effec¬ 

tively employed as a Renaissance treatment, it 

could have no place in the Byzantine system which 

demands an ideal clarity of construction* But 

should the additional height be gained through 

the use of a drum, internally as well as exter¬ 

nally, structural logio would again be sacrifloed, 

though not in the sense of a falsehood* In such 

a system the vaulted arms and four great piers 

no longer have any direct value as resisting masses 

for the dome thrusts* 2hese would emerge along the 

spring line of the dome, #tich, being raised, is no 

longer in line with these buttressing units* And 

so it is either up to the drum in some manner to 
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transfer the thrusts to these units or to resist 

them in its own weight* The former it cannot accom¬ 

plish by reason of the lateral nature of the forces 

as against its own vert leal dimension,, and the 

other alternate would eliminate a large part of the 

structural significance of the buttressing 'vaults 

and piers* Shore is no questioning the elegant bean 

ty of the dome towers of the later Bysantine period 

nor their value as a decorative motif* but in-these 

two factors lies their total worth, Shey certainly 

convey no impression of a dome significantly crown* 

ing aM dominating the structure; the tall drum 

isolates the dome covering from the major part of 

the structure both internally and externally* In 

effect the features are no more than towers or 

lanterns, and hence no essential part of the Bysan¬ 

tine system* 

She normal conclusion is that the dome should 

rest directly on pendentives and the arches of the 

arms# as at S* Sophia and S* Marks, and that its 

exterior profile should rather closely follow the 

contour of its interior curve* However, since its 
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thrust is not entirely oono entrated at its spring 

line tut rather Is in part distributed over the 

area just above (know as its haunoh), we would be 

justified in adding masonry along this area in 

the form of an exterior drum carried up between a 

quarter and a third of the total height of the 

dome# This buttressing drum we have seen used in 

the Salonioan 8* Sophia and many of the other 3yaan* 

tin© churches# At S# Sophia in Constantinople,, the 

abutment tooh the form of vertical masses placed 

between the windows which pierced the dome along 

its haunoh# In a normal structure this ring of 

windows would dangerously weaken the dome, but here 

a ribbed construction carries the major part of the 

thrusts between the openings# If we are to vig¬ 

orously follow the logic of the system, we must 

limit window openings to structural voids rather 

than employing any such makeshift to allow their 

use elsewhere# 

Sot only does this narrow exterior drum meet a 

structural need but it gives the exterior contour 

of the dome a more gentle and refined curve as 
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well as a mors appropriate appear arcs of solidity 

than would accompany the use of a full hemisphere 

as on the interior (fig* 3}« $his hemisphere* 

of course* could hare been reduced to as little 

as two-thirds of its height internally and s sim¬ 

ilar curvature to be formed on the exterior; hut 

this would considerably lessen the height of the 

dome and thus be defeating our purpose of giving 

it a proper position of prominence# 

Shore are two specific reasons why the barrel 

vaulted arms of the structure should be relatively 

shallow* In the first place* any considerable 

projection would entirely or in a large part ex¬ 

clude the dome from the perspectives taken at 

points along or near the major axis of the buildings# 

fe found this to be the case in Maginnis* Bysan- 

tine church at Washington and to have been avoided 

in the later work of the Byaantlne era only by the 

imposition of high drums beneath the domes* She 

second reason resides in a need of proper lighting* 

She structural voids to which window openings 

should be confined occur only in the ends of these 
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barrel mats* If deep, the light admitted by. 

the windows, regardless of their size, would 

fail to retain an intensity sufficient to proper- 

ly illumine the central cupolaa A third or a 

half of the diameter of the dome would meet these 

requirements and yet supply a weight and depth 

in the vault sufficient for its use as a buttress* 

It is difficult to say what the exterior 

covering of these vaults should be.* She uncom¬ 

promising purist might demand a strict semicircular 

contour of the vault itself, but this is almost 

totally irreoonciliable with any beauty of form* 

Maginnis * use of this curve is made in the Oath- 

olio Shrine at Washington but in a less conspicu¬ 

ous position along the sides of the nave* Here 

the vaulted bays occur between the horizontally 

roofed masses of the buttresses* involving a 

pleasing rhythm of line rather than the softening 

and weakening effect of the more indeterminate 

form* In the earlier facade of S* Mark*©* Venice* 

we saw the utter crudity and the archaic character 

of a design based entirely on an attempt to express 



the Interior vaults In this manner, A repetitions 

and unintelligent use of this form in Husalan ar¬ 

chitecture does much toward arousing a feeling of 

the grotesque# 

A modification of this form is suggested in 

the use of a refinement similar to that which we 

hare employed for the dome* fha unpleasant dropping 

of the curve near its base might be stopped at 

soma point above the spring-line of the'vault by 

a small reverse curve extending to the outer face 

of the vertical side walls (fig* 4)* Shis we 

found employed in occasional By a anti ne examples^ 

as the Church of the Ghora in Constantinople, 

though seldom with any degree of success* 

A more desirable solution would be the low- 

pitched gable roof (fig* 3), where the covering 

is retained as a part of the masonry of the 

vault and not raised on timbers as the steep 

Gothic roof* this form is by no means without 

precedence* ie have only to look at such exam¬ 

ples as S* Irene, the choir of S* fitale, and 

the later Athenian churches to form an idea of 
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its Widespread usage# Possibly the most delight¬ 

ful of all are the pedimented gables of the Maus¬ 

oleum of Sails Haoldla, but It Is again to the 

national Shrine at Washington that we must turn 

for a refinement and scale more akin to our needs# 

Goodhue likewise gives us a pleasingly simple 

treatment# with considerable Byzantine feeling# 

in the front facade and transept ends of S# Bar¬ 

tholomew# 

fhe masonry added under the eaves of this 

roof might well serve to absorb by its weight a 

considerable part of the outward thrust of the 

vault# lust os the outer drum would do for the 

dome# Additional buttressing would be necessary 

near the spring line of the vault to secure the 

stability of the wall and might well take a 

simple, broad# flat form along the sides# adding 

a desirable break in the otherwise severe ver¬ 

tical lines of the arms (fig# 3}» 

She two modem adaptations mentioned above 

likewise give us the best solutions of window 

treatments# Both use appropriately scaled and 

f 
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handsomely designed rose windows* whose center 

points ooinoide with those of the interior vaults* 

Shea© windows are recessed in arch rings which 

adequately express the vault form behind. We 

oould well adopt these for use in the ideal struct 

tare we are consciously evolving* Should additional 

light be desirable| it might be. provided in the 

form of a series of slender arches on columns on 

stilted round heads, composing a satisfactory.hor¬ 

izontal beneath the circular form of the rose win* 

dow and adding a note of elegance quite in character 

with this window* 

She entrances occurring in these arms could 

assume the breadth of dimension and massiveness 

Of feeling that is attained in the portal of West* 

minster Cathedral* Dither slightly projected or 

placed flush with the outer face of the arm and 

recessed bach to the vertical plane of the rose 

window by a series of receding arch rings, such 

an opening would constitute an integral part of 

the design and retain a feeling of solidity 

appropriate to its purpose* More typically By- 
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santine was the use of a narthex as a supplementary 

form In plan* Shis was generally made to extend 

across the entire length of the facade, as in S» 

Sophia and in a more exaggerated form in the little 

church of 3* Theodore in Tiro, hut preferable for 

our purpose would be the more confined entrance 

porch of such a church as Sucre poettr or that of 

the Immaculate Goneaption* If the sise of the 

structure permits, the portals might be tripled 

without exceeding in total breadth that of the 

vault ~defining exterior arch (fig* 6)« These 

appendages could constitute no integral part of 

the structure and would simply appear as additions, 

convenient in plan and contributing toward further 

securing a pyramidleal formulation of the exterior 

masses. {fig* 6} 

The comer piers are of considerable structural 

importance, supporting all the weight of the dome 

{the arches transfer their part of it to these 

piers) and receiving a majjor part of the thrust 

through the pendent Ives* Hence it is only natural 

that they should be given a deserved significance 
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of position in the exterior expression* As their 

sufficiency is not so much dependent on their height 

as on their mass* the piers should appear as simple 

solids with a minimum use of vertical lines which 

might tend to break up the elementary planes of the 

four faces* By carrying these units up to a point 

juot below the top of the exterior drum and yet 

above the spring line of the dome proper* the 

apparent stability of the structure is increased* 

although this raised portion is free standing of 

the dome itself and f ollows no sped fie lines of 

its thrusts* 2his latter is hardly a subtafuge as 

it so well serves to emphasise the structural im¬ 

portance of these buttressing and vielght-supporting 

piers* Sven the Gothic builders* universally 

lauded for their structural frankness* often raised 

the crown of their flying buttresses to points con¬ 

siderably above the line of concentrated thrusts 

of the vaults within for the singular purpose of 

enhancing the stability of their frame as seen by 

the eye* Mgell notes the case at Hheims where the 

vertical distance between the points of the outward 
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thrust of the vaults and the inward thrust of the 

flying buttress was so considerable that additional 

interior ribs* spanning from one buttress to the 

opposite one, above the interior vault and indepen¬ 

dent of it* were revived for the stability of the 

structure** And all this merely because the point 

at which the thrust of the vault was actually con¬ 

centrated appeared dangerously low. » 

Moreover* the added weight of the elongation 

of the piers actually serves as an aid to the part 

below where the lateral forces do occur* 

3* Sophia is perhaps the only Byzantine' example 

that even suggests this mode of expression, but even 

here it is not carried to any logical conclusion, 

and the form that the piers take fails to faithfully 

embody the forces that exist inside* 

fhere remains the possibility of the use of 

angle chambers to fill out the comers of the cross 

and bring it into a square* $his in the Second Gol¬ 

den Age became the established plan of the Byzantine 

church* A dome or domical vault was generally placed 
*£he American Architecture of fodaVi. 8* 
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over these angle chambers* their regularity of 

interior form being preserved by a reduction of 

the corner piers to the status of mere columns* 

But this sacrifice we should be unwilling to;make 

in our structure# and# if used, the chambers 

would necessarily, remain irregular in plan or be 

brought into the shape of a Greek cross inside by ‘ 

the addition of masonry.at the three remaining cor* 

ners* {fig* 5) 

As in the case of the entrance porches# these 

additions could hare no inherent relation to the 

major structure itself* Their value would lie 

principally in an enlargement of the floor area of 

the building and in the. important part they might 

play in the formation of the pyramidioal •composi¬ 

tion. {fig* 6} In view of this letter purpose# 

the chambers should be raised fco a point near the 

spring line of the barrel vaults of the arms where 

in conjunction with the lower solids of the entrance 

porches# they would serve to begin the base of the 

pyramid and likewise offset any undesirable effect 

of verticality that might exist in the inner cor* 
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they would eliminate the nm& of the additional 

thietoess of wall, along the sides of the aims that 

m found necessary to add la their atsonoo for 

buttressing purposes* ■ , 

s« Sophia presents a horrible easaeapCLe of the 

use of snob addition foam© at the has© of the main 

stmetar©*: Vo'hem previously described the utter 

confusion and incoherent Jumble that Is the resulting 

effect® On the other hand, in the little Athenian 

churches the subordinate unit© mm used far sore in 

the mmner In which «e should wich to employ ■ thm**** 

to fill out the otherwise rather awteerd interior 

angle© of the cross and to aid In the pyramidleal 

eospoeltion# 

Another and ©ore rad tool alternative that pre* 

©eat© itself i© the use of serai circular half«*aoroed 

©rms In place of the rectangular harrel^vaultet 

form© (fit# 7)* In such ©as© m should mo doubt 

prefer the larger units m used for the east and 

west buttresses of the dome of s* Sophia* rather 

than the small niche forms oosmonly employed in Ar» 
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menia© 3?hese latter did not take in the whole 

breadth of the dome and hence could not as effi¬ 

ciently serve as buttresses# She difficulty in 

plan would be the lack of an adequate area for 

entrances without too great an Imposition upon 

the curve of the apse# 

fhe advantage of this scheme on the exterior 

would he a better perspective of the central 

cupola provided by the reoedtog height of the 

semi-domes {fig# 8) © However, this advantage 

would be more than offset by a total absence of 

structural voids with a consequent lack of logical 

area for windows© Any position that might be 

selected for such a purpose—the base of the dome 

or semi^domes (as at S© Sophia) or the walls of 

the apses—would involve the need of additional 

buttressing otherwise unnecessary# Moreover, the 

semi-domes themselves imply a buttressing scheme 

as used for the oentral dome, and our logical in¬ 

duction falls short if we deny them such a system 

and restrict the thrust-resisting masses to a 

single heavy wall following the line of half-dome^ 
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base® 3ut should we accept such additional units, 

as the exedraa employed at 8* Sophia, the result 

would be a complication and confusion that would 

go far toward destroying the simple unity we are 

striving to achieve® Assuming the use of the plain 

half-cylindrical walls to receive the thrusts 

(fig® 8), we are still faced with the doubtful 

aesthetic value of the numerous curves in the per¬ 

spective® normally they would apparently tend to 

weaken the structure, giving it the same sort of 

indeterminate character that we found true of the 

semi-circular coverings for the barrel-vaults, only 
, * 

in a more pronounced degree* fhe final effect 

would probably be that of a number of mushrooms 

clustered together (particularly if the buttressing 

exedrae were added), with a pronounced absence 

of the solidity and strength so desirable in the 

expression of a permanent structure* 

In our selection of a decorative scheme for 

the exterior surfaces that will logically reflect 

that of the interior, we would normally begin with 
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a consideration of that most important feature, 

the covering of the oentral dome* fhere can he 

little doubt but what this should he the gayest, 

richest, and most splendid part of the whole scheme* 

However, in this respeot we speak with little or 

no precedence* She dome of 3* Sophia retains to 

this day its simple broad expanse of lead, painted 

white, while all other domes of the Byaantine era 

either used this same lead covering, often with 

riba'springing from the angles of the drum (SS. 

Sergius and Bacchus), or employed roofing tile 

in radiating joints, more noticeable in the later 

churches* Goodhue’s dome on his building for 

the San Siego Exposition, though Spanish Baroque 

in character, is more nearly akin to what we are 

seeking in its lavish use of colourful mosaic 

patterns, while Maglnnis indicates the same sort 

of treatment in his Bysantine church* i*he dome 

for the commencement hall of lice Institute, Ulus** 

trated in the frontispiece, is an attempt at ^ust 

the solution we should require. 

In the first place, whatever the decoration 
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might be, it should closely adhere to the curve 

of the dome itself, with a careful avoidance of 

any projecting ribs, raised panels or crowning 

finiale« Combined with a positive need of colour, 

this points directly to mosaic patterning in 

coloured tile as the most appropriate medium# We 

shall not attempt to describe any form that this 

design might take other than to suggest that the 

scale of the patterns be large enough to be read* 

ily disoernable from the ground and that no de¬ 

signs bo used that might run contrary to the shape 

of the dome itself and tend to obscure its form# 

Shis rich embellishment of the central fea¬ 

ture is by no means incongruous with the nature 

of its use# Unlike other members of the struc¬ 

ture, it has nothing above to support, and hence 

there could hardly be any feeling of over-soften¬ 

ing or weakening resulting from such a decorative 

treatment# It is only in the structural voids 

in the ends of the barrel-vaulted arms that or¬ 

nament of comparable richness could again he em¬ 

ployed* 3?his would consist of the handsome geo- 



metrical designs in the stone tracery of the rose 

{or plate) windows and in a possible use of low 

relief carving of a similar nature on the surface 

below the circular opening and around the portal* 

Again, this space might be covered with coloured 

mosaic as on the dome, though we feel that such 

a repetition of its use might in sane degree &e~ 

tract from the added prominence it gives the cen¬ 

tral cupola* 

Sscept for the roofs of the arms which are 

relatively unapparent from the ground and so need 

not be considered in this respect, the remaining 

surfaces serve a definite structural purpose and 

should be allowed to retain an appearance of 

solidity* Probably the bast scheme of surface 

treatment that; we could adopt would be a grada¬ 

tion in brick and atone such as we noticed in 

part in the later Byzantine churches of Constan¬ 

tinople and more definitely in 8* Bartholomew 

and the building of the Bice Institute* 

Beginning with a slightly darker marble to 

accent the horizontal plane of the base of the 
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building, the procession would be through a cer¬ 

tain area of solid stone, preferably white with a 

slight cream or gray tinge, followed by stone with 

brick set in the joints, and thence to a certain 

amount of banding in brick and stone, finally with 

a more occasional use of stone, and ending in hand¬ 

some expanses of brick* Of course this scheme 

should retain an interesting variety -with a specific 

attention to the nature of the solids behind* $hus 

on the corner piers the stone could well be carried 

up considerably higher to emphasise the structural 

importance of these members* 

She handsome brick patterning that was so fre¬ 

quently and so successfully used in the later 

churches of Constantinople and Salonioa, and par¬ 

ticularly in S* Clement of Ochrida in Bulgaria, 

should be utilised to enliven the broad areas of 

briok wall* Because of the uniform nature of the 

material and the flatness of the treatment, this 

would in no way tend to lessen the sense of solid¬ 

ity and strength produced by the simple and rather 

severe planes of the walls themselves, but would 
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add considerable refinement and elegance to the 

whole design, offsetting the sharpness and even 

hardness of line that characterised the exterior 

surfaces of the austere.Armenian churches* 

2o this interesting texture of line might 

he added occasional spots of colour# carefully 

placed and limited in number vrith a careful avoidance 

of the glaring contrasts of value evident in the 

Serbian churches* thus the desirable polychrome 

nature of the facades would be based for the large 

part on the subtle pink (or orange) of the brick 

intermingled with the soft,white of the stone, 

v^ith the greater brilliance of deeper colours con** 

Gentrated at the dome and possibly apparent in a 

lesser degree within the arched ends of the arms* 

It is my opinion that a building designed in 

the manner above described would embody to a greater 

extent an expression of those ideals that we have 

noted as outstanding in Byzantine architecture and 

decoration, and that the exterior would provide a 

more adequate reflection of the splendour of colour 
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and pattern composing the interior design and a 

greater clarity and more appropriate simplicity 

of structural delineation* fhe requirements 

set down as necessary to a perfect expression of 

the principles of the style preclude its use for 

anything but a central type building* Wherever 

in its architectural history this tenet was not 

followed the result was either a complete failure 

or an inadequate compromise* rfo see this wa have 

only to look at the unpleasant irregularity of the 

exterior of $» Sophia, at the awkward form that 

follows the addition of a nave dome at 8* Irene, 

at the totally un-Byzantine nature of the general 

mass of Westminster, with its string of domes 

hidden behind a parapet wall* or at Maginnis5 bril¬ 

liant yet unsuccessful attempt to give a central dome 

a proper position of importance over a long nave* 

Sven in S* !£ark*s.» where the symmetry about a can- ' 

ter point was largely retained, the elongation of 

the arms to a point when they would provide a 

total length necessary for the nave and allow the 

imposition of an addition dome over each, utterly 
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destroyed the effect of a centralised structure 

and any unity of composition as well® It was in 

a large degree the demand of the Western Church 

for a long-naved building that made it so difficult 

for Byzantine design to find any proper place in 

Western architecture® 

We may thus conclude that the value of the 

Byzantine style in modern architecture lies not 

in any adaptation that might be made of it to the 

traditional church plan, but rather in a broader 

use for any centralized building of the memorial 

type demanding a monumental treatment, or in a 

use of its handsome decorative features, frankly 

divorced from its compact structural system, in 

such a manner as we see in the buildings of the 

Bice Institute campus. Of prime importance in a 

modern usage of the Byzantine principles of design 

¥iould be a careful avoidance of an archeological 

approach® She architect would do best to catch 

the spirit of the style along with a thorough know¬ 

ledge of its col our fill nature and structural integ¬ 

rity and then proceed to give his own ideas ex¬ 

pression® 
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